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Elect-ion Board
appmves new
precinct for
Panorama
By DUOVIUMS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
The Calloway County Board
of Elections finalized the
approval of a new voting
precinct for Panorama Shores
Wednesday.
County Clerk Ray Coursey Jr
said he would submit final filings to the state and would need
to get a precinct establishment
order approved so that the
boundaries of the Cherry
Corner precinct could be
changed u.) alow for the new
precinct. He said there were
currently 1,193 registered voters in the Cherry Corner
precinct and that there would be
361 voters in the Panorama
Shores precinct, which should
make it much easier for those
residents to go to the polls.
Coursey mentioned that ht was
also working with the Purchase
Arta Development District in
Mayfield to get new precinct
maps made.
Coursey also informed the
board that Nov. 4 would be the
first day candidates could file
for the May 18 primaries for
local offices. He said they
would have Until 4 p.m. on Jan.
26, 20!0. Candidates for school
board seats will have until
August. He said most of the
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Ribbon cut on Ky. 80

Cate owner explains he
thought 'proper channels'
had been contacted

TOPI, BERPYrLedger ti Times
Gov. Steve Beshear, center. is ioined by several state and local government officials in ceremonially opening the
new four-laned Ky. 80 from Murray tc Goidwater during a ribbon cutting Wednesday afternoon. The highway,
which completes the section between Murray and Mayfield, is expected to open in mid-November

Beshear touts highway
as asset for entire region
By TOM BBMY
Staff Writer
outing new opportunities for economic development, Glav. Steve
Beshear Wednesday ceremonially dedicated the opening of a four-ianed
Ky. 80 from Murray to Coldwater as
significant progress for western
Kentucky when the 325.6 million se.ction opens in November.
Beshear said the 8.5 mile section is
part of a long-term plan to upgrade the
transportation network across westem
Kentucky improving motorist safety
while promoting the growth of tounsm
and development in the Purchase.
"1 am really. pleased to be here with

T

you today to celebrate the completion
of Ky. 80. Tbe project that furthers the
effort to bridge western Kentucky to ttie
rest of Kentucky," Beshear said. 'This
Ky. 80 addresses all of those issues and
completes an ongoing drearn...that has
been a dream for many years for hardworking Kentucky families and
Kentucky businesses in this area."
Beshear commended the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet and three construction contractors for "cutting costs
without cutting corners" and constructing a much safer highway between
Murray and Mayfield than the current
Ky. 121.

'This new highway will also affect
the older routes. Making them safer as
well," he said." addition to the shorter commutes and the safer travel
Kentuckians will experience as the
result of these updates, there will also
be easier access to our tounst attractions...ail of which will experience
increased attendance with this new
route."
Calloway Judge-Executive Larry
Elkins, one of many local, regional and
state legislators attending, said the
completion of the roadway is the result

Pelosi hopes new health
plan is poised to pass, but
not the way liberals want
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By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Big Apple Cafe co-owner Boone
Chambers said Wednesday that he
thought he went through the -proper
channels" to make sure
he was compliant with
gambling laws, but that
he should have consulted
with the Kentucky
Department of Alcoholic
Beverage Controi.
The Kentucky ABC
received a complaint of •
illegal gambling Monday
Chambers and cited Chambers and
co-owner Kaycee Cooper)
for permitting gambling on the premises
at approximately 7:35 p.m., ABC staff
assistant Nathan Jones said. Jones said
they were charged as individuals instead
of as a corporation, which means the possibility of up to a 5250 fine and up to 90
days in jait.
Chambers said he had consulted with
what he thought were the proper channels
to make sure he wasn't breaking any laws
when he allowed people to hold a private
Texas Hold 'Eau tournament gai•ne in the
back 100111. He said he wasn't sponsoring
the game or making any money from it
and that it had gone on for about a year
without any problems until the ABC
received the complaint this week.
Chambers said it was never advertised,
but that word got around and more people
joined in the game. He said that the wait..
er staff served the players, but that the
Big Apple's involvement ended there. Hei
also said he didn't see much differeace
between a poker tournament and other
establishments holding tournaments for
pool and dart games.
"I regret it happened, but most people
know we're not trying to run a speakeasy
or anything like that," Chambers said.
think we've been good tc the community
and the community has been good to us."

II See Page 2A
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Regrets
offered for
gambling
incident

TOM BERRY/Ledger Times
Foilowing the ceremonial opening of Ky.80 from Murray to Coldwater, Goy. Steve Beshear made an unannounced
visit to the newly-renovated Penny Community Store and Museum on Poor Farm Road. The store is owned by
county Magistrate Johnny Gingles. He was Joined by other rnembers of Calloway County Fiscal Court.
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By ERICA 'WERNER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The retooled
health care overhaul plan that House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi is set to unveil
Thursday would extend coverage to millions and lets the government sell insurance in competition with private insurers
— although not the way liberals want.
Democratic progressives are frustrated
with the government-run option that
allows negotiated rates to providers
instead of set rates, a complaint they're
certain to voice in a White House meeting
with President Barack °llama later in the
day.
Rep. Lynn Woolsey, D-Calif., a co-chair
of the Congressional Progressive Caucus,
was noncommittal about whether progressives would accept the negotiated rates.
"This is not walkaway time and it is not
acceptance time," she said.
Pelosi. D-Calif., wants to have the iegis-

II See Page 8A
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IN Ky. 80...
From Front

Photo provided
PAINTING DONATION: Jerry Speight, local artist and author. recentl
y presented a painting to
the National Corvette Museum. Betty Hardison of the museu
m's Library and Archives aCCepts
the painting on behalf of the museum. Speight has donated
several other paintings to the
Museum.

of 10( ot hard work by local
and regional government leaders since the 1980s.
"This is an important step forward for Calloway County and
really the rest ot the state."
Elkins said. "It really hasn't
been that easy...It's be-en a long
haul and we•re excited today
that we are finally getting to the
end."
As part of a budget-cutting
move last year. the Kentucky
Transportation Cabinet had
decided to pave only two limes
of the section from U.S. 641 to
Coldwater, even though grade
and dram was completed for
four lanes on the state's bid list.
However Henley, Elkins and
other Calloway officials made a
special plea to Beshear to complete the highway. A move
which was shortly answered by
Beshear.

"Sometimes politicians that
show up for ribbon cuttings
never really done any of the
heavy lifting needed to get these
projects done. But I assure you
that Gov. Beshear has done the
work on this project," Elkins
said.
The entire U.S, 68/Ky. 80
project spans a distance of about
150 miles from Bowling Green
to Mayfield. Once the Murray to
Mayfield section is opened. the
only remaining part of the pmject to be completed hes in west
Trigg County anti the Land
Between the Lakes, part of
which is now under construction.
Also during the speech,
Beshear committed to ensuring
that new bridges over Kentucky
Lake and Lake Barkley would
also be four lanes.
"Completing this corridor has
been a goal for more than 20
years. We are one step closer,"
he said.

Main Street Youth Center
plans upcoming activities
Staff Report

*1 MYTH: Taxes *Dm atohoi satts in Minty we hots our

education system Mast/I/due, etc. T?* TRUTH is
Pose aims
cart be spent this way in the state of Katitudy
UE According to KeepaLocalkturnty.com on 1022,09
it this were to pass Men the city could gerarate three nines aa
much

!enema as It currently! materna. eat awe.
This wooed hate alleviate the need tor tax Increases
or things We city stickers and property tures.
Instead at all the
citizens !loving to pay mon! of thee hard earrsad
mosey in taxes; the burden would fall on the
owners
stores, grocerfes, resUsorents. and gas stations
the package
Met would sell package liwor. We mutt pay
the pollice(one
lowest pald in the state) more so we do not
tha
lose goof &bars to bettor Wing pas and
to other mantles ei the
state. As web es many ether needs tor
our city. Such as. schotek ratiNglag projects.
meas. we* lir-- For Mow
with concerns about liquor stores being cri every
corner WM flashing Ogles arid dye oars with
people coming our the
door !n Me awry morning hours, the cky can
Impose regulation on haute et operation
. rkeriber Ot Package WoreS,
advertising, and zoning

TRUTH According to the Kentucky Pesesed Statutes(KRSI
The argument tiat alcohoi sakts ,r1 Murray %mil increase tay
revenues the!can improve city roads,schools.
petits, etc ;s FALSE!In tact Kentucity lee spectfies that lode
taxes on alcoho0 are only permeated lo
reimburse Ihe city ort county tor the estimated costs tor any
addrione policing, regulatory, or sdmintstalive
related expenses'

GET ME MTV Keep tt Local uses an intetwiavi bun

ALABOItAA to rocooe alcohoi saies aien't affecting Munays
aimsMe. The TRUTH is CRtME& Dtis ate up sicrificant*
DEATHS from aicohckeieted accidents have*mast tnialed
LIE Aocordi

to Keep Ittocalkkeray com on 13/Z2,09

In November 2900, we voted ro take Me fest stop
in this movement br arlowing the SD*
Or tore er the drink ills
hes worked out well tor Murray. on top
a new revenue strewn tor the Oty, around $130,000
a yew we also
brought In new lobs (Would Fella have moved here
had we still been dry ,), and Made Murray a
more ra:Itlng place to
vlsk and csll home C.ontrary to concerns In 2000,
there here not bean mare Dias or alcohol maize
ecrtelert(See
trts).

TFIUTH rixxxxiiing ofboai Kentucky State Police statistic
s tor Calloway County
Since 2000, wnen Murray voted to expana atcohcl sates. alccholdrunkenness. and disorderly conduct) have navissed by 79%in teletad arrests (liquor taw violasons.
Since 2000, wren leinay voraid to expand atcohoi sates totel Caraway CounK
criminal areses have more Tian doubled in
Calloway County
Since 2000, when Murray voted to expand atoohol sales, DUI convicti
ons in Caitotery County nave
increased by 47%

attend and experience a "live"
Several events and programs mystery game just in
time for
will be hosted by Main Street Halloween.
Youth Center officials during
On Saturday, the center will
the following week.
host the "Dove" self-esteem
According
to
MSYC workshop, "Love My Body,"
Programs Coordinator Carrie from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m.
This event
Groves, the list includes study is for girls ages 9
to 18. For furskills classes on Thursdays from ther information call
270-7534:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. This class TEEN.
is for youngsters 7 to 14 years of
MSYC will also sponsor a
age. Also, MSYC is hosting mission outreach
program on
"Clue Live" on Friday, Oct. 30, Sunday, NON. 1, from 6
p.m. to 8
from 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. All youth p.m. There will be
door prizes,
ages 7 to 18 are welcome to food, games and special
guests.

HEY KIDS
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COST HI
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• •
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1('Ir(4"1
Stop by with your parents anytime
between 5 and 8 p.m. on Halloween
wearing your costume and we'll treat you to
2 Free Crispy Tacos and one Small Drink.
kgec 12 and under Ins,de dinmg onk

hi Ibis Mot INS omit tor

Kemp Iarra hes chow Aral On as the
day lo vole n packaged km salts. MAW Oily Schack an Oft *ring
amid They tea
alto marled cooly resodents torn tat bola atSoy Nava tthet
bat tor the casintrily'?

HAPPY HALLOWEEN FROM

TACO JOHN'S
BENTON. MAYFVELD, MURRAY
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Jury awards
$850,000 in
aluminum bat
lawsuit

By MATT GDURAS
Associated Press Wnter
HELENA. Mont.(AP) — A
jury on Wednesday found that
the maker of Louisville Slugger
baseball bats failed to adequately warn about the dangers
the product can pose, awarding
a family $850,000 for the 2003
death of their son in a baseball
game.
The family of Brandon
Patch argued that aluminum
baseball bats are dangerous
because they cause the baseball
to travel at a greater speed.
They contended that their 18year-old son did not have
enough time react to the ball
being struck before it hit him in
the head while he was pitching
in an Amencan Legion baseball
game in Helena in 2003.
The Lewis and Clark
County District Court jury
awarded a total of $850,000 in
damages against Louisville,
Ky..-based Hillerich & Bradsby
for failure to place warnings on
the product.
The teen's mother, Debbie
Patch, was stunned by the verdict. The family rejoiced and
cned as the verdict was read.
"We never expected it," she
said. "We just hoped we could
get the truth out for more people to see."
Patch said she hopes the
decision will make more people aware of the dangers associated with aluminum bats and
that more youth leagues
switch to using wooden bats.
''We just want to save someone else's life," Patch said.
Attorneys for Hillerich &
Bradsby declined to comment.
They had argued that accidents
are Isound to happen in baseball
games and there's nothing
inherently' unsafe about aluminum baseball bats.
A spokesman for the legendary
bat-maker
said
Wednesday the company did
nothing wrong and the verdict
"appears to be an indictment of
the entire sport of baseball."
"We made a bat in accordance with the rules," Rick
Redman said. "That bat was
approved for play by baseball's
organizing and governing
organizations."

•Precinct ...
From Front
offices were for incumbent
seats and included the county
sheriff, county jailer, count\
magistrates, constables, Murray.
Mayor and Mun-ay city council
seats.
Coursey said that in order to
run in a primary for a particular
political party, candidates
would have to be a registered
member of that party by Dec.
31. This also applies to voters
wanting to participate in the
primaries.
During election season,
Shenff Bill Marcum will have
to step down from the board of
elections since he will be running for re-election. Coursey
said Marcum would need to
suggest a replacement for that
time period.
Coursey said that Murray
City. Council seats would not be
part of the May primary unless
more than 24 people ran for
seats.
Coursey also updated the
board about the status of
wet/dry. petitions. He said the
onginal Keep It Local petition
for package alcohol sales had
been rejected partly because
many of the signatures were
from county residents. He said
he did not know what the status
of either the new Keep It Local
petition or the Keep It Out
Murray petition were. but that
as far as he knew, both groups
still planned to turn in petitions
in January. He said if one was
turned in and certified, an election would have to be held in no
fev er than 60 days and no more
than 90 days. He said that
although it was unlikely. the
possibility of two wet/dry votes
could not be ruled out. If a
wet/dry vote is held in April,
there would pmbably need to
be more than 60 precinct monitors, Coursey said.
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OBITUARIFS / NATIONAL

Obituaries
Tony letton
Tony Jetton, 45. Boaz.
formerly of Murray, died Tuesday, Oct.
27. 2009, at 8:55 p.m.
at Norton's Hospital, Louisville.
A 1982 graduate of
Calloway County High School, he had been
employed as pnnter for
eight years by Murray-Calloway County'
Hospital. His fattier, Bobby
Jetton, preceded him in death. He was
born May 17, 1964 in
Murray.
Survivors include his wife. Te'a
Henry Jetton, to whom he was
married Oct. 9. 2009, in Paduca
h, his mother, Isabel Kelso Jetton,
Murray; two daughters, Nikki
Johnson and husband. Rick. Deatcl
and Kayce Jetton, Pans,
,
Tenn.; two stepdaughters. Kristian Myers
and Bnttany Faith Myers,
both of Boaz: one sister, Judy Parrish,
Murray; two grandchildren, Jack
and Chance tenon. Dexter.
The funeral will be Friday
at 2 p.m. in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home. Dr.
William Dodson will officiate. Burial
will follow in the Beech Grove
Cemetery. Visitation will be at the
funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
today (Thursday). Expressions of
sympathy may be made to Beech
Grove Cemetery, c/o Max Moms.
63 Ken Lane, Murray, KY
42071.

Mrs. Violet Covington

The funeral tor Mrs. Violet
D. Covington will be Enday at 11
a.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funera
l Home. John Dale will
officiate. Bunal will follow in the Murra City
y
Cemetery. Visitation
will be at the funeral home from
4 to 8 p.m. today (Thursday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made
to New Pathways for
Children, P.O. Box 10 Melber, KY 42069-0010
.
Mrs. Covington. 89, Lexington, died Tuesda
y, Oct. 27, 2009, at
4:30 p.m. at Central Baptist Hospit
al, Lexington. She was retired
from Sears in Detroit, Mich., and was membe
a
r of East End Baptist
Church, Lexington. Preceding her in death were
her husband, Pat I
Covington Sr., and three sisters, Couma Vaught
, Ethlyn Boatwright
and Katie Marie Williams. Bom Feb. 29,
1920 in Mississippi
County, Mo., she was the daughter of the
late Auo and Ethel
Newton Dunn. Survivors include one daughter,
Jacqueline Owens
and husband, Bob, Lexington; one son, Pat I
Covington Jr., Tioy,
Mich.; one grandson. Michael R. Owens Louisvi
,
lle.

Mrs. Mary Virglida Dodd

Mrs. Mary Virginia Dodd, 92. Romeo, Mich.,
died Tuesday, Oct.
27. 2009, at Henry Ford Hospital, Macomb,
Mich. Her husband,
Clatus Dodd, preceded her in death. She was a
native of Murray. Ky.
Survivors include her three sons, Charles, Delme
r and Ronald;
daughters-in-law, Judy, Pat and Amelia; eight
grandchildren; 22
great-grandchildren; two great-great-grandchildre
n: one sister, Ann
Tobias; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Fnday at 11 a.m. in the
chapel of WujekCalcaterra & Sons. Inc.. Shelby Township,
Mich. Pa.stor Cory
Fanning will officiate. Burial will follow in the
Ferguson Cemetery. i
Visitation will be at the funeral home from
3 to 9 p.m. today
(Thursday). Persons may share memories with
the family at their
"On Line Guest Book" at WujekCalcaterra.co
m Expressions of
sympathy may be made for the Elevator Fund
of First Christian
Church. 111 North 5th St., Murray, KY 42071
.

Obama considers scaled-down Afghan war plan

WASHINGTON I AP) President Barack °barna is considenng a scaled-down version
of the war plan advanced by his
top Afghanistan commander,
Gen. Stanley McChrystal. U.S.
officials say.
Such a narrowed military
mission
would
increase
American forces to accomplish
the conuriander's broadest goal,
of protecting Afghan cities and
key infrastructure. But with
fewer troops, the strategy likely
would cut back on McChrystal's
ambitious objectives, amounting
to what one official described as
"McChrystal Light."
Senior White House official,
Wednesday stressed, however.
that the president has not settled
on any new troop numbers and
continues to debate other strategic approaches to the 8-year-old
Afghanistan war.
The officials say Obama has
not yet settled on the narrowed
option or any other as his final
choice for how to overhaul the
war effort.
In tnis photo taken with a night vision
scope Wednesday, U.S. Special Operations
Two officials, speaking on
forcesi
condition' of anonymity because search a home during a joint operation with Afghan National Army soldiers target
ing insurgentg:
Obama has not announced his operating in Afghanistan's Farah province.
decision, said the troop numbers U.S. attention and an additional invasi
on of Afghanistan began commander's overal
l goals for al
probably would be lower than 21,000 U.S. forces sent there on
in October 2001.
counterinsurgency
strategy4.
McChrystal's preference, at Obama's watch.
Under
the
pareddown aimed at turning the cornet...!
least at the outset. The officials
Fourteen Americans were option, McChry
stal would be against the Taliban next spnng
did not divulge exact numbers.
.
killed Monday in Afghanistan in given fewer
forces than the
That approach would reflect
A stripped-down approach two helicopter crashes. and 40,00
0 additional troops he has a shift in thinki
ng about what
would signal caution in widen- roadside bombings Tuesday left asked
for atop the current U.S. parts ot the war
mission die.
ing a wai- that is going worse this eight U.S. troops dead. October force
of 68,000, officials told most important arid
the intense
year than last despite intense has been the worst month for The
Associated Press. The political dornestic
debate overs
U.S. fatalities since the U.S.-led option still
would adopt the Afghan policy.
•
•

Senate extends homebuyer tax credit

WASHINGTON (AP)
Senators agreed Wednesday to
extend a popular tax credit for
first-time hornebuyers and to
offer a reduced credit to sorne
repeat buyers.
The tax credit provides up to
$8,000 to first-time homebuyers
but is set to expire at the end of
Mrs. Mary & Bondurant
November. The Commerce
The funeral for Mrs. Mary B. Bondurant was
Wednesday at II Department said Wednesday
a.m. in the Hornbeak Funeral Chapel, Fulton
. Bunal was in the that new homes sales fell
3.6
Union Cemetery in Fulton County. Online
condolences may be percent in September. and some
made at www.hombeakfuneralchanel.com.
Expressions of sympa- industry representatives blame
d
thy' may be made to Union Cemetery Fund,
c/o Guy Upton, 105 uncertainty about the tax credit.
Sunset Dr. Fulton, KY 42041.
Senators agreed to extend the
Mrs. Bondurant,92, Fulton. died Monday, Oct.
26, 2009, at Haws existing tax credit for first-time
Memorial Rehab & Nursing Facility, Fulton. A
homemaker, she was homebuyers while offering
a
a member of the Union Church and also
worked for Evans Drug reduced credit of up to $6.500 to
Store in Fulton. Preceding her in death were her
husband, Aubrey R. 4. tepeat buyers who have owned
Bondurant. one stepson, Leroy Bondurant, and
one brother, Maurice ' their- curfEhrt homes for at least
Barham. Bom Sept. 8, 1917. in Fulton County
, she was the daugh- five
years.
said
Regan
ter of the late Willie M. and Allie Mai Taylor
Barham. Survivors Lachapelle, a spokeswoman for
include one stepson. George Bondurant, South
Fulton, Tenn.; two Senate Majority Leader Harry
sisters, Carolyn Faulkner. South Fulton, and
Monette Blackford, Reid. D-Nev.
Murray; one brother, James T. Barham, Jasper
, Ala.: seven stepThe tax credits would be
grandchildren; several stepgreat-grandchildren
and several nieces available to homebuyers who
and nephews.
sign sales agreements by the end
of April. They would have until
the end of June to close on their
new homes, according to a summary of the legislation being cirLulated among lawmakers.

Economic growth signals
end of 'Great Recession'
WASHINGTON(AP)-The
economy grew at a 3.5 percent
pace in the third quarter, the best
showing in two years, fueled by
government-supported spending
on cars and homes.
The Commerce Department's
report this morning delivered
the strongest signal yet that the
economy entered a new, though
fragile, phase of recovery and
that the worst recession since the
1930s has ended.
Many analysts expect the
pace of the budding recovery to
be plodding due to rising unemployment and continuing difficulties by troth consumers and
businesses to secure loans.
Still, the much-awaited turnaround ended the streak of four
straight quarters of contracting
economic activity, the first time
that's happened on records dating to 1947.
It aiso marked the first
increase since the spring of
2008. when the economy experienced a short-lived uptick in
growth.
The third-quarter's performance - the strongest since right
before the country fell into
recession in December 2007 was slightly better than the 3.3
percent growth rate economists
expected.
Armed with cash from government support programs, consumers led the rebound in the
third quarter. snapping up cars
and homes.
Consumer spending on bigticket manufactured goods
soared at an annualized rate of
22.3 percent in the third quarter,
the most since the end of 2001.
The jump largely reflected
car purchases spurred by the
government's Cash for Clunkers
program that offered a rebate of
up to $4,500 to buy new cars
and trade in old gas guzzlers.
The housing market also

turned a corner in the summer.
Spending on housing projects
jumped at an annualized pace of
23.4 percent, the largest jump
since 1986. It was the first time
since the end of 2005 that spending on housing was positive.
The government's $8,000 tax
credit for first-time home buyers
supported the housing rebound.
Congress is considenng extending the credit, which expires oil
Nov. 30.
The collapse of the housing
market led the country into the
recession. Rotten mortgage
secunties spiraled into a banking cnsis. Home foreclosures
surged. The sector's return to
good health is a crucial ingredient to a sustained economic
recovery.
Bnsk spending by the federal
govenunent, led by efforts to
stimulate the economy and on
defense. also played into the
third-quarter tumaround.
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Senators were still negotiating the expansion of a separate
tax credit that lets money -losing
businesses get refunds for taxes
paid in previous years, providing them with an immediate
source of cash.
Senators in both political parties were hoping to add both tax
provisions to a bill that would
give people running out of
unemployment insurance benefits up to 20 more weeks of federal aid.
The Senate could vote on the
overall bill as early as Thursday,
but lawmakers were still haggling over several , unrelated
amendments
Wednesday
eivening. '
Popular bills like the one to
extend unemployment benefits
often attract amendments that
would have a difficult time passing on their own.
Republicans were demanding
that they. be given a chance to
offer amendments to restrict federal aid to the beleaguered community activist group ACORN
and on requiring that people
receiving unemployment insurance be processed through E-

Venfy, an Intemet-based system unlikely a
sale made today:
that employers use to check on would be
consummated by the:
the immigration status of new end of Novem
ber, said Lucien:
hires.
Salvant, spokesman for the:
Majonty Democrats have National
Association
of:
refused to add the iunendments. Realtors.
•
•
If the Senate passes the bill, it
•
"Buyers right now have an.
would go to the House, which incentive to
hold off, not know-:
passed a sunilar bill extending ing whethe
r the credit will be:
unemployrnent benefits last extended,"
•
Salvant said.
•
month.
House leaders have also said
they support extending the tax
credit for homebuyers.
Sen. Chris Dodd. D-Conn.,
has been negotiating for several
weeks with Sen. Johnny.
Isincsoet, it-Ga., to craft an
extended tax credit for home1:inyers that wodld pass thr •
Senatt.
Lawmakers didn't release a
cost estimate for extending die
tax credit. though similar proSherwin-Wilhams
posals were projected to cost
about SIO billion.
25% OFF
Industry representatves said
uncertainty about the tax credit
is hurting new home sales.
September's decline was the
Enterprise
first since March.
Rent-A-Car
It takes 45 days to 60 days to
close on a house, making it
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FARM BUREAU
and ettlin these,

DISCOUNTS...
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GM: Executive pay cuts 'fair, thoughtful9
WASHINGTON (AP) General Motors Co. CEO Fritz
Henderson said Wednesday that
government-imposed cuts to his
own salary. and the pay of other
executives at seven companies
that received taxpayer money,
were "fair" and "thoughtful."
Henderson was among executives who will see their base
salaries slashed under a plan by
Kenneth Feinberg, the Obama
administration's "pay czar."
Henderson. between meetings
with lawmakers on Capitol Hill,
said the changes were "tough,
but the situation is tough."
Feinberg said last week he
had ordered the seven companies to slash the base salaries of
their top executives by an average of 90 percent and cut total
compensation-cash, stock and
perks - in half. GM and
Chrysler are among the companies that received government

Westside Baptist Church

FALL FESTIVAL
Friday, OCTOBER 30th • 5:30-8 p.m.
207 Robertson Rd South • 753-8240
Family Fun For Kids Birth-6th Grade
Free Food, Games, Crafts, Activities,
and Lots of Candy!
If children come in cos. fumes. please be
sure they are posstrue costumes.

GM Vehicles

funds. Henderson's base salary $5.5 millio
n. including a cash
was cut 30 percent to about $1.3 salary
of $950,000. The bulk of
million earlier this year when his compen
sation will depend
GM accepted government loans. on the
performance of GM's
He received compensation stock when
it becomes a public
valued at about $8.7 million in company
again.
2008, but much of it included
"We're not public yet but we
stock and options now nearly will
be and if we do our job that
worthless due to GM's bank- stock
is going to have real
ruptcy filing.
value," Henderson said. "We
Under
Feinberg's
plan, thought it was fair. We thought it
Henderson's
compensation was thoughtful."
package is expected to be nearly
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With Halloween approaching, she was
Mg, 'tis the season of ghosts
severely
and goblins.
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In Washington, wolves are
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their real identity In Frank
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and ashes, with lots of weepdoctor who
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cials. After
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under
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"There is not a single mem- much bigge
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Puppy Party for puppies
scheduled by MSU students
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LBL honors veterans

Puppies ages 6 to 14 weeks and
their ovimers are invited to a three
-session Puppy
Party, sponsored by animal
behavior students at Nlurray State t nivers
ity. The obedience and socialization opportunity
for puppies will be led by Animal Health
Technology
and Pre-Veterinary.. students
and their
instructor. The three sessions art on
consecutive Mondays, Nov. 2. 9 and 16
from
7:45 p.m. at the Carman Pavilion
on College
lo's
Farm Road. Owners attend the
llrst session
Datebook without their puppies.
By Jo Burkeen
Only eight spaces are available and
preCOMMUnIty
registration is required. Forms are
available
at all local veterinary offices, at the
Editor
Hwoomme
Society and at www.forthepets.org.
The registration fee is a $25 donation to
the Humane Society. of
Calloway County. For informatio
n call the society at 759-1884
or e-mall hurnanesociey@murray
-ky.net.

on Veterans Day
GOLDEN POND, Ky -- Land
Between The Lakes (LBL)
National Recreation Area will
honor our nauon's veterans on
Veterans Day.. Wednesday, Nov.
II, with a one-ciay free entrance
or user fee waiver at designated
facilities.
Land Between The L,akes will
offer veterans, active and retired
1 members of the armed forces,
and their families free entrance
into the Elk & Bison Prairie,
Woodlands Nature Station, and
The Homeplace. Fees will be
waived and one-day free permit
will be issued for Turkey Bay
Off-Highway Vehicle Area
vehicle permits and Wranglers
Campground daily trailer permits on Nov.r 1 1.
Whether you take a drive
through the Elk & Bison Prairie,
wander around the backyard at
Nature Station, learn about life

Mission bazaar Saturday

• Memorial Baptist Church, will
have a fall bazaar on Saturday
trom 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. at the church
with proceeds to support their
:Summer mission teams. Featured will
be baked goods, craft items,
attic teasures. Christmas decorations,
children's toys and a special
ju-ea where children can fill a bag with
fun stuff for only $1.

MHS cheerleaders plan event

" Murray High School Cheerleaders
will have a pancake breakfast
pn Saturday beginning at 8 a.m. at Appleb
ee's. 816 North 12th St.,
7134urray. Tickets are $5 per person and
can be purchased ahead of
time. Walk-ins will also be acciypted. For
tickets call Mallory Cathey
at 753-5700.

Dixon Cemetery plans work day

Dixon Cemetery in Trigg County will have
a fall cemetery maintenance day on Saturday starting at 8:30 a.m.
A picnic lunch will be
served at noon.

'Trunk or Treats'Saturday
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South Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church. 5671 Crossland
Rd., will have -Trunk or Treats" on Saturd
ay from 2 to 4:30 p.m.
Refreshments and games will be included.
The public is invited to
attend.

Fall Festival Saturday

`I'runk or Treat' event Saturday

Elm Grove Baptist Church will have a "Trun
k or Treat'. from 5
to 7 p.m. on Saturday at the church, Games
, prizes and candy will
be featured.

Churches plan festival

Temple Hill, Independence and Coles
Camp Ground United
'Methodist Churches will host a -Trunk or
Treat Fall Festival" on
Saturday at 5 p.m. at Coles Camp Ground
Church. Featured will be
a bonfire, haynde, hot dogs. games. candy
and gospel music
Children may come dressed in their costumes.

'Trail of Treats' on Friday

The 10th annual -Trail of Treats.' will be
at Chestnut Park,
Murray. on Friday from 6 to 8 p.m., the night before
Halloween. The
,park will be alight with all sorts of spooky Hallo
ween lighting and
effects. 4-H will be one of the contributors at
the event. Journey
Church and Fraternal Order of Police organization
s are partnering
agencies in this year's event. For more information
contact the parks
departrnent office at 762-0325. The Halloween
-trick or treat' hours
will be from 5:30 to 8 p.m. on Saturday in the
City of Murray:.

Shrine bingo on Friday

Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be Friday at 6:30 p.m.
at the club
;niilding on Ky. 121 North, Murray. The public is
invited.
Knitters and Wiumabees will meet Fnday at 1 p.m.
in the community room of Calloway County Public Library.
All knitters are
'welcome. Bring your own project or the group
can help you get
started on one. Also the group will knit hats and scarve
s for the
'Santa Project. Join the group for an hour or two of fun
and fnendship. For more information call Dot at 75,3-4803.

Knitting Group will meet

Knitting Group (Prayer Shawls) will meet Friday
at 9 a.m. at
, First United Methodist Church. Those attending knit or
crochet
_shawls. The group has given 20 shawls to Hospice for the
patients
, and also to homebound persons. All interested women are
invited.
For information call the church at 753-3812.

Anderson and Mayfield
Emily Brooke Anderson and Christopher
Ahui Mayfield of
Murray were married Saturday, May 9, 2009,
at 7:30 p.m. at Patti's
1800 Settlement, Grand Rivers. Judge Jamus
Redd, uncle of the
bride. officiated at the ceremony.
The bride is the daughter of Ms. Kelly Haugh
and the late Brad
Haugh of Murray and Mr. and Mrs. Mark
Anderson of Hallsville.
Texas. She is the granddaughter of Ms. Carla
Sanders and the late
Dr. Jack Sanders anti Mr. and Mrs. Ronal
d Anderson. all of Cadiz.
The groom is the son of Mr. arid Mrs Robert
Parker of Cadiz and
Stoic Mayfield of Clarksville, Tenn. He is the
grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Billy Ray Futrell and Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Mayfield. all of
Cadiz.

The bride was given in marriage by her parent
s and was escorted down the aisle by a close fnend, Allen Jones
of Murray.
Enca Elliott of Oak Grove, sister of the bride,
was the matron of
honor.
Lauren Mayfield of Paducah, sister of the groom
, Eliza Gilbert of
Cadiz, cousin of the goom, and Caroline Rudd
of Cadiz, cousin of
the bride, were bridesmaids. Junior brides
maids were Regan
Anderson, sUaer of the bnde from Hallsville,
Texas, and Elizabeth
Redd, cousin of the bride from Cadiz.
Jack Elliott of Oak Grove. brother-in-law
of the bnde, was bestman. Gmomsmen were Hunter Anderson of
Hallsville, Texas,
brother olthe bride, Shad Futrell of Cadiz, cousin
of the groom, and
Patnck Gilbert of Louisville, cousin of the groom
.
Flower boys were Jacob Hunter. Joel Hunte
Photo prowled
r and Ivey Redd, all PROCLAMATION
SIGNING: Calloway County Judge
of Cadiz and cousins of the bnde. Bell ringer
was Jude Hunter of Execu
tive
Cadiz, cousin of the bnde.
Larry Elkins is pictured signing the proclamati
on
proclaiming October as Alpha Delta Kappa
Ushers were Cameron Guile of Srnithly, Ky..
month in honor of
and I-ee Hart and
Matt Irby, both from Murray.
the founding of this international organization
of teachers. The
Music was by Mrs. Kendra Redd, and Steven
Sanders, aunt and basis of the organization is education and altruism. Members
uncle of the bride. Scripture reading was
pictured standing are, from left, Alanna Garri
by Tyler Jones of Murray.
son, Joanna
Kimberly Jones and Tristin Boaz of Murra
y kept the register and Wilder and Sally Scott.
handed out programs. The wedding was
coordinated by Ashiey
Hunter of Cadiz, aunt of the bride.
A reception followed the ceremony at
Patti's. Stephanie King of
Cadiz, Rachelle Jones of Murray. and
Candace Riehl of Mayfield
assisted at the reception.
Following a honeymoon in Jamaica,
the couple is residing in
Murray. The bnde works at Clinton as an
EMT and attends Murray
State University, The groom worts at Kroge
r of Murray: graduated
from West Kentucky Conununity and Techni
cal College in Paducah
in May of 2009.

Grace Baptist Church,617 South 9th St., Murra
y, will have a Fall
Festival on Saturday beginning at 3:30 p.m.
Tango the Clown will
be present from 4 to 5 p.m.

Knitters and Wannabees meeting

on the farm in the 1850s at The
Hoineplace. climb the trails on
an ATV. or enjoy a trail ride on
horseback. fall is a wonderful
time to get out and enjoy Land
Between The Lakes!.
Land Between The Lakes is
managed by the Forest Service,
U.S. Department of Agnculture.
in partnership with Fnends of
LBL, to provide public lands
outdoor recreation and environmental education. LBL information and maps are available
on our website at www.lbl.org
or hy calling 1-800-LBL-7077
or 270-924-2000. We encourage visitors to review our website each season, and throughout
the season. for our Calendar of
Events, updates on programs
and policies, and temporary trail
and road closures. You can
find out more about Friends of
LBL at www.fnendsoflblorg.

5K run/walk scheduled

Halloween
Hustle
5K riot required) to attend in
Run/Walk and Trick or Treat Halloween
attire and prizes will
Trot will be Saturday, Oct. 31, at be given
for the best costumes.
the Murray State University Registration
fees are $20 for 5K
Curris Center. Check-1n will Run or Fun
Walk with free Tstart at 9 a.m.; Run/Walk begins shirt with
early registration, and
at 10 a.m.; and Trick or Treat $10 for Tnck
or Treat Trot for
Trot at 10:30 a.m.
ages 10 and under.
Hosted by Exercise and
To donate, register, volunteer,
Cancer Recovery, this first or bccom
e a sponsor e-mail
annual event will benefit cancer tiffanynst
anger@gmailcom or
survivors taking back their lives contact
Tiffany Stanger at 1with exercise. Runners and 270-316-6250
.
spectators are encouraged (but

MOM

OPENING NOVENBERn

Trends N Treasures
MERCHANTS MALL
FLEA MARKET VENDORS,
ANTIQUE VENDORS,
CONSIGNMENTS WANTED
FABULOUS RETAIL LOCATION
1306 South 12th Street, Murray
(across from Dwain Taylor Chevrolet)
A variety of booth sizes available
$1.50/sq. ft. per month.

CALL NOW TO RESERVE YOUR RETAIL SPACE
270.761.6255 • 270.293.4160

FRE

• Chili & Hot Dogs
• Garnes & Candy for Kids
.• Face Painting & Balloons

ALL FAMILIES WELCOME

Elm Grove Baptist Church
6483 State Route 94 East. Murray
270-753-7321 www.elmgrovemurray.o
rg

Osteoporosis will lead to bone fractures
for 40% of women over oge
50. But osteoporosis ts not a natural port
of aging os so mont,i
believe.
Murroy Woman's Clinic offers the latest
treatment
for women of any age
The Bone Mineral Density exom is painl
ess, no
Injections, no medications, ond it's over
in 20
minutes.
If treotrnent is needed. our physicians
con
guide you to o better diet, lifestyle
behaviors, and, if necessary, suppl
ements
ond prescriptions that con naduce the
threat
of painful, life-rhonging fractures.

Now is the time to fight
back 'against osteoporosis.
When Experience Counts,
Count on ow Lifetime of Experience
50 90ers re
305
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Stanford and McDade

L__
1,ane and Bowland
Kimherely Anne Lane of Murray and
Andrew Coty Bowland of
Paducah were married Saturday. May
16, 2009. at 6:30 p.m. at
Renee's. Paducah.
The bride is the daughter of Patricia Lane
and the late Johnnie L.
Lane of Murrar She is the granddaughter of
the late Obie and Ethel
Mitchuson of Golden Pond.
The gnxim is the son of J.T. and Gilea
Anis of Paducah and
Randy Bowland
Evansville. Ind. He is the grandson of Don and
Sue Bowland of Springfield. Tenn., and Mary.
Hall and the late
Cotton Hall of Paducah.
Rev. Kenny Hall, friend of the groom's family.
, officiated. Music
was by. Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Howland of
Nashville. Tenn. Reader
was Hannah Campbell of Lexington, cousin
of the bride.
The bride was escorted down the aisle by. her
uncle, Tom
Geerdes of Paducah.
Stacey: Jobe of Henderson was maid of honor.
Bridesmaids were
Brooke Foster of Hopkinsville and Brittney
Kohler of Paris, Tenn.
Flower girl was Kaylee Baldwin, daughter of
Dana and Ronnie
Baldwin of Murray.
Steven Beck of Paducah was best man Groom
smen were J.T.
Anis and Aaron Ladd of Brookport. 11.
Ring bearer was Jason Jobe of Henderson.
Mareeka Bachuss of Nashville. Tenn., cousin
of the bride, was
wedding coordinator.
A reception followed at Renee's where guests
celebrated with
food and dancing.
The bride, a graduate of Calloway County
High School, is
employed as office manager-for J & J Enterprises,
Mandeville, La.
The groom. a graduate of Marshall County High
School and a
2009 graduate of Mun-ay State University. is current
ly a heavy civil
engineer for Traylor Brothers Construction, New Orleans
, La.
The couple is presently residing in Slidell. La.

Mary Katherine Oakley of Murray and Dr. Scott Timoth
y Kelley
of Louisville were married Fnday, May 29, 2009, at
sunset on the
beach at Long Boat Key Club. Sarasota, Fla.
Rev. Ken Gill officiated at the ceremony. Music was
of violins
and strings on the beach.
The bride is the daughter of Dr. and Mrs. George
Oakley of
Murray. She is the granddaughter of the late Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs.
Cross Spann and the late Dr. and Mrs. H.L. Oakley,
all of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mrs. Ann Kelley and
the late Victor
Kelley of Louisville. He is the grandson of the
late Mr. and Mrs.
Victor Kelley of Louisville and the late Mr. and
Mrs. Jim Ferris of
Louisville.
Elizabeth Waller of Nashville, Tenn., sister of the bride,
was the
matron of honor. Tatum Kelley of Birmingham, Ala.,
was the flower
Tony Waller of Nashville, brother-in-law of the
bride, was the
best man. Hugh E. Wells. nephew of the bnde, was
groomsman.
A reception followed at the Long Boat Key Club,
Long Boat
Key:. Fla.
The bride received her bachelor of science degree
in elementary
education from Murray State University and has
been an elementary. teacher for 13 years in Nashville. Tenn.
The groom received his pre-med study at the Univers
ity of
Kentucky, his internal medicine at the University of
Louisville and
his emergency medicine at the University of
Birmingham at
Birmingham, Ala., where he now practices emerge
ncy medicine.
The couple is now residing in Birmingham.

Reformers' group will meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a
faith based addictions program.

YOU for Making
Our First Year a Success!
Thank

will meet every Fnday from 7 to
9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church. The public is invited.
Child care is provided. For more
information or for a nde call the
church office at 753-1834.

Laura Diuguid Stanford and Brent Alan McDad
e, both of
Chattanooga. Tenn., were married Saturday. July 18,
2009. at
Northside Presbyterian Church, Chattanooga.
Rev. Sam Pope officiated at the ceremony. Jim Boyle was organist
The bnde is the daughter of Rich and Nan Stanfor
d ol
Murfreesboro, Tenn. She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
Eleanor
Diuguid of Hermitage, Tenn., and the late James E.
Diuguid of
Murray, Ky., and Mrs. Margie Stanford and the late
George R.
Stanford Sr. of Murfreesboro.
The groom is the son of John Wesley and Mary McDad
e ot
Chattanooga.
The bride, escorted by her father. wore a one-piece, slim
fitted Aline gown of ivory Alencon lace adorned with sequins
and crystals
The dress had a corset closure arid there was scallop
ed edging along
the hem which forrned a train that was bustled for the recepti
on. She
wore a 2-tiered fingertip veil edged in crystals with
a beaded headpiece with crystals and pearls. Her bouquet was a large.
cascading:
arrangement of pink and white roses and white phaele
onops4
orchids.
Amy Virginia Stanford, sister of the bnde. was maid of honor.•.•
Bndesmaids were Ellen Ehleben, Smyrna. Tenn., Katie
Favt:
LaGrange. Ga.. Elizabeth de Mahy. Berkeley. Calif.
and Suni
Arora. Houston, Texas. An honorary bndesmaid was Joanna
Yount:
of Buenos Aires, Argentina.
'The attendants wore chocolate color, satin, sleeveless,
tea-length,
gowns and carried bouquets of pink roses and chocola
te cosmok wrapped in greenery.
Zach Carey was best man.
Kevin Knight of Memphis, Tenn., and Mike Bozzone
of Chicago. •
were groomsmen.
Ushers were Tripp Stanford of Chattamvoga, Tenn.. and
Scott
Stanford of Cookeville. Tenn., both brothers of the bncle.
A reception follovded at the Chattanooga Golf and Countr
y Club,
Chattanooga.
The bride received her bachelor of arts in business adminis
tration
and economics from Rhodes College. Memphis. Tenn..
in 2005. She
is Level III candidate for the CFA Charter.
The groom rec:lved his bachelor of arts in econom
ics from
Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tenn. He is managi
ng director of
Decosimo Advisory Services in Chattarxxvga.
The couple spent their honeymoon at Playa del Carmen
, Mexico
for 11 days and are now residing in Signal Mountain,
Tenn.

Aluminum
cans needed
for fundraiser
by WATCH

kfcls! Conte to

Trunk or Treot!
A fun & safe alternative to
Trick or Treating!
Join in the fun of the most unique way to
Trick-or-Treat in Murray. This Halloween.
kids 12 and under won't have to go
door-to-door, they'll go 'trunk-to-trunk'for
candy, games and fun!

Stotts Grove Baptist Church
Located on Hwy, 641, just north of Circus Skate

Saturday, October 31st
6-8 p.m.

Let us continue to serve, you with
variety of financial sentrce.s We offer!
- Checking:
Debit Cards
Oriline Banking

Savings
Loans
Mobile Banking

WATCH Center at 702 Main
St.. Murray. needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fund-raising project. Peggy Williams.
director, said, 'These may. he
taken to the center during regular hours, or persons may dnve
through the driveway on the
west side of the center and place
them in the cotton wagon there
anytime day or night, or may he
donated at a Make A Difference
Day at Murray State University
Stewart stadium parking lot."
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PRE-CHR1STMAS WATCH EVENT!
All Styles Men's & Ladies Enix Watches

1/2 Price The Entire Month of November!
While supplies last.
• 3 Year Warranty
• Lifetime Battery

And Mticiti More...

• Assembled in the
USA with Swiss Parts
Layaway NOW For
Christmas!

$13
23
Wee

'
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Kilz II Late

www.thinkfnb.corn
1304 Chestri.Ut Street, Suite E
270.767.1240

NIL

MIC
JIIIINOLOUIRS
i0e Sell -0-Larriarei.a

107 S. 4th Street, Murray • 270-753-9959
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 9 a.m.-3 p.m., Close
d Sun.

Sealer, Pri
and Stair*
*Easy clear,
•Gomplete a
even hiding
M45546:8032

Details on our
policy. See sto
and promotion

[101/6505,003,004.00!
132.135.136,137,138.
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Fifth annual Community
Thanksgiving Dinner scheduled

This year
Community
Thanksgiving Dinner, sponsored
by
the
Murray-Calloway
County Ministenal Association.
will be held on Thanksgiving
Day, Nov. 26 at the MurrayCalloway Senior Citizen's
Orter at 607 Poplar St.,
hg,irray.
-A traditional Thanksgiving
dinner will be served from I 1:30
a.m. until 1 p.m. A brief nondenominational worship service
will be held at I I a.m. for those
who would like to attend. All
persons are welcome.
.Dinners will be delivered to
those unable to come to the centei. and transportation is available for those who need a ride.
kir a delivered meal or a nde.
call the center at 753-0929 by
Wednesday, Nov. 25.
• To volunteer or make a donaPhoto provided
tion, call the Rev. Rose Bogal- Pictured are guests and volunteers from the community at last
year's Thanksgiving dinner
Ailbritten at 293-9490.

Photo

Ginny

by
Harper
SHOP AND SHARE: Pictured from left are, Shelly Kirks
of Kroger). Jo Burkeen of Murray
Woman's Club, Sue Hood, Career Discovery Center Coordin
ator, Gene Slone of Kroger. and
Vonny Hayes, executive director, and Carla Owens, director
, of Merrymen House Domestic
Crisis Center, Murray, with baskets of food shared with custome
rs of Kroger on Saturday after
being given 'Shop 8 Share' notes by members of the Murray
Woman's Club as they entered
the store from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday. This is one of
the projects of the Murray Club and
the Kentucky Federation of Women's Club.
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BAND ENTERTAINS: The Cumberland River Plow Boys
recently entertained members and
guests of Sons of Confederate Veterans, Fort Heiman Camp
#1834, at a meeting hosted in
an authentic log cabin owned by Barry and Fonda Grogan of
New Providence. The Plow Boys
have been the first-place winners of the West Kentucky Old
Time Band competition for the last
two years and were also named the Tennessee Old Time Band
champions. Pictured from left
are band members: Dan Wallace (violin), Clint Adams (guitar)
, Jonathan Ferrell (banjo), Mike
Palmer (bass violin) with members of the Fort Heiman Camp.
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FALL INTO SAVINGS

OLYMPIC
PREMIUM
INTERIOR FLAT
AND SEM1-GLOSS

5 DAYS ONLY

i

GELONE

FREE

'THURSDAY,OCT.29 - MONDAY,NOY.2

10 Oz. White
Lightning All-

Purpose Caulk
Offer valid 10,29/09 - 11 /2/09
Discount taken at register
See store for details

AU HARPER
CLEANING BUCKETS,
BROOMS, AND TOOLS

v For

...wwww403.."43.4,4w

,w4W4444=1•3mw.

GALLON SIZE TUB
Offer valid 1629/09 - 11/2/09
Discount taken at register
See store for details

DAP SPACKLE

Includes items 141404, 41519
arid 114760 Offer valid 10/29/09
11.2/09 Discount taken at
•egister See store for detals

SPE:

?r!

; Parts

20% off all Tide. Gan. Cheer and Era laundry products. Lyeol
_branded
ts and all Pledge branded products Offer
10`.19 - 11.'2/09
gris
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c
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oint taken at register See store tor details
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SAVE TIME AND MONEY THIS WEEKEND

„...___
Offer valid 10/29/09 - 11/2/09
Discount taken at register
See store for details

SIMONE .

CLEANING PRODUCTS

ALL WOOSTER
PAINT BRUSHES

Offer valid
1CV29/09 1 1 /2/09
Discount taken
at registw
See store for
detals

VAL ',..M11

new
$997
was $1497
9-Pi•ece Paint Trey
Set m'Fi046

Offer valid 10/29/09 11/2109
Dtscount taker at register
See store for details
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$234

now
$1323
won .1460
Kilz II Latex
Sealer, Primer
and Stainblocker
•Easy cieenup
•Cornplete and
even hiding
*45546.80329

5-Gallon
Mutti-Use
Bucket

3M
$699
2" x 180' Scotch-BluePainter's Tape *S.3140

tor painting
statning and
cleaning protects
*4853.315728

NEW

vieffffe

LOWER
PRICE!
MOW

$298

10.1 OZ.
1NRS %3" etac.h
DAP ALEX
ULTRA* White
Caulk
*219593

Details on our policies and 1888rV1C8111. rices may vary after 11/2/09 if there are market
vanations. "Was pnces
this advertisement were in effect on 10/23/09
policy. See store for details regarding product warranties. VVe reserve the nght
and may vary based on Lowe's Everyday
to limit quantities. Whole Lowe's stnves to be accurate, unintenti
Low nce
and promotions apply to US locations only, and are available while supplies last. 4:)2009
onal errors may occur. We reserve
by Lowe's" All rights reserved. Lowe's and the
the right to correct any error. Prices
010,011,014
.017.018.01
)1/5505/00
.i
gable design are registered tradema
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•Pelosi, health plan ...
From Front
lation on the floor next week.
with a final vote before Veterans
Day. Nov. I I. that would give
°barna a bill to sign by year's
end, numerous Democratic officials said. She planned a formal
announcement of the bill
Thursday in front of the Capitol.
The hill would require nearly
everyone by 2013 to sign up for
health coverage either through
their employer, a government
program or a new kind of purchasing
pool
called
an
exchange. Tax credits would be
available for most of those buying coverage through the
exchange. They would have the
option of picking a new government plan or private insurance.
During the transition years
from 2010-2013, a temporary
government program would
help people turned down by private insurers because of medical

problems, lawmakers said. Atter
that, insurers no longer could
refuse to provide coverage to
the sick, nor could they charge
more because of poor health of
the insured.
The plan also calls for a significant expansion of Medicaid,
the federal-state health program
for low-income people And it
would impose a requirement on
employers to offer insurance to
their workers or face penalties.
A concession to Democratic
moderates appears to have
cleared a path for Pelosi to
move forward. Democratic
leaders agreed to the moderates'
demand that the new government insurance plan must negotiate payment levels with hospitals and doctors, instead of
imposing its rates, as liberal
lawmakers would have preferred.
"This has always been a matter of trying to pull together 218

Trail of Treats
to be relocated

Catch all of the action on
Friday, October 301,0 at
7:30 pm on
Channe115
270-753-5312

Channel 1
-866-918-9588

REALTY

Member
Multiple
Listing
Service

Kathy Kopperud

586 Wiswell Road

908 Ilillwood - $239,900

4 Bedroom, 3 Bath

2 Bedroom, I Bath Each Unit

15100 ord - $233,500
Canterbury Estates - 3 Bedroom. 2.5 Bath

SNI1

\ov,

- 8219,500

W.Ediaborough - $197,900
tadroom, Bath & BOWS R6001 U

ad

rs

a 165.0110
4 Bodroorn, 2 Bath

2 Bath

8446 State Route 121 North - $110,000
3 Bedroom, I.5 Bath

1602 Dodson Ave. - 99,500
4-Plex Near

1107 Larkspur Dr. - $181,900
4

118 Stonecrest Dr. - $179

Bedroom. 2.5 Bath

83 Nottingham Lane South • $159,906
Bedrtxun. 2 Bath

1651 Ryan Avenue -

3 Bedroom, 2 Bath

110 North 10th St. - $145,000
3 Bedroom,

Bath

120.5 Melrose - $68,900

nix ersitv

A

Bedroom, 2 Bath

Call...
753-1222
GOOD NEIGHBOR.S...
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293-1416
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FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) -7Gov. Steve Beshear says
$850,000 in federal stimulus
money is now available to
Kentucky farmers for projects
to improve energy efficiency.
The program will provide 25
percent reimbursement of the
actual cost of federally' qualified energy saving items, up to
510,000.
Permissible items include
energy audits. energy efficient
farm building components,
energy upgrades and energy
efficiency training.
Only' expenditures made
after Oct. 15 will be eligible for
reimbursement.
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ww

as they take
on the

Stimulus funds available
for Kentucky farms

het Scott

1

Watch the Calloway Countyfakers

Friday 's Trail of Treats,
scheduled from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m.
at Chestnut Park, will be
moved to the old Racer Arena
on the Murray State University'
Campus because of forecast
inclement weather. Parks
Director Matt Martin said the
event will be scaled down a bit
and will not include hay rides.

2754 lirport Road - 1110,000

SEC

votes.- said Rep. Xavier
Becerra. D-Calit., referring to
the number needed to guarantee
passage on the House floor.
"There is growing confideme
that WC can pass it with strong
Democratic support.No Republicans ai-e expected
to vote for the sweeping legislation. which would raise taxes on
upper-income earners and cut
Medicare payments to insurers,
hospitals and other providers to
cover a price tag that tops $1
trillion over 10 years.
The bill's rollout caps months
of arduous talks to resolve differences between liberals and
moderates and blend health care
overhaul bills passed by three
conunittees over the summer.
The House package reflects
many of Obama's pnorities. but
plenty of work remains to be
done before Congress can send
Photo provided
him a bill to sign. The House RIBBON CUTTING: A ribbon cutting was held Tuesday tor the new United States Geological
Survey
(USGS
)Kentucky Water Science Center at Murray State University
bill differs markedly from legislocated on College
lation taking shape in the Farm Rd. For more information visit http://www.usgs.govi
.
Senate.
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'52-0757
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293-1011

Barbara Rickman
227-2626
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT

THURSDAY
0( TOUR 29, 2009

e-mail: hteaguePmurraytedger.com

Arts in the Region
• The Oc rUBA Festiva' mil
be al 8 p m next Thursday,
Oct. 29 at the Performing Arts
Hall
MSU s Doyle Fine Arts
Center
• 'Agnes of God,' by John
Pielmeier will be performed at
7 30 p m tonight (Thursday)
Friday and Saturday at Murray
State University s Actors Studio
Theatre in room 3108 in Wilson
Hall The play tells the story of a
court-appointed psychiatrist who
is summoned to a convent to
determine the sanity of a young
novitiat accused of murdering
her newborn

Photo provided
fs Geological
hi on College
.:

is

• Murray State University s
Cinema International series
presents the critically acclaimed
2008 Swedish vampire movie.
"Let the Right One In." at 7'30
p.m. tonight (Thursday). Friday
and Saturday in the Curtis
Center Theater It will be the last
showing of the semester

Photos provided
STRONG WOMEN: The opening reception
for the new
Murray Art Guild exhibit, "Strong Women,"
by Tom and Allie
Kelly, will be on Friday, Nov. 6. The show
runs Tuesday
through Nov. 30. The pieces above and
to the right are featured.

Pink Floyd tnbute
performs in Paris

88

Photo by Terry Lrttte
JEKYLL & HYDE: The cast of the Playho
use in the Park production of "Jekyll & Hyde:
The
Musical" is piclUred here in a scene from
the show that finishes its run this weekend.
Friday
and Saturday shows are at 7 p.m. and Sunda
y will be at 2:30 p.m. For tickets, visit www.pl
ayhouseinthepark.net or by call the box office
at 759-1752.

COlifff FISHING

$100 000 Notional Guarci College fishing
Central Regional Championship

PARIS, Tenn. - Pink Floyd is
one of rock music's most critically acclaimed and commercially successful bands. selling
over 200 million albums worldwide. "Echoes ... A Tribute to
Pink Floyd" brings the music of
the
band
to the
Krider
Performing Arts Center in Paris
at 7 p.m. Saturday for
Halloween night. "Echoes" is a
live 10-piece band playing
Floyd favorites to an incredible
laser light show. The show also
features three huge video projection screens and a cast of
actors playing various parts of
Pink Floyd songs. The show's
sound will give audience members a concert experience that is
amazing. Audience members are
welcome to put on their hest
werewolf mask or other costume
and come howl at the dark side
with "Echoes." For tickets. call
KPAC at 731 -664-2505.

• Nashville's Halo Stereo will
play tonight (Thursday) at the
Big Apple Cafe There will also
be
a
special
Saturday
Halloween
show
featuring
Bordertown The Tommy Akers
Band will play next Thursday
Nov 5 Music starts at 9 p m
There is a cover charge and
weekend shows are limited to
ages 21 and older
•"Greater Tuna" and "Smoke
on the Mountain" will have their
final performances at the
Badgett Playhouse in Grand
Rivers at 7 p.m. Thursday and
Friday. respectively. For tickets.
call 1-888.362.
• The Sigma Chi Haunted
Post Office will be open on
Friday and Saturday from 7
p.m. to midnight at the Robert O.
Miller Conference Center. All
Proceeds go to the John
Huntsman Cancer Foundation
•Jason Aldean will perform at
8 p.m Friday at the Regional
Speciai Events Center and
Maroon 5 will play Tuesday. For
bckets, call 809-5577 or visit
www ticketmaster.com

• Playhouse in the Park presents
Jekyll & Hyde The
Musical at 7 p m Friday and
Saturday and at 2 30 p m
Sunday It finish its run at the
same times the next two weekends For tickets visit www playhouseinthepark net or by call the
box office at 759-1752
• MSU s Student Government
Association
and
Campus
Activities Board presents "The
Rocky Horror Picture Show" at 9
p m Saturday in the Curns
Center Ballroom
• The Maiden Alley Cinema in
downtown Paducah will show
-The Rocky Horror Picture
Show" Friday and Saturday
and the 1962 Oscar winner. "To
Kill A Mockingbird," starring
Gregory Peck, free of charge at
6 p.m. Tuesday as part of The
Big Read For details and show
times, visit www.maidenalleycinema.org.
• Draffenville's Kentucky
Opry presents the Kentucky
Opry Country Music Show and a
Halloween costume contest at 8
p.m. Saturday. For tIckets, call
(270) 527-3869 or 1-888-4598704

• The 1989 blockbuster.
"Batman."
starring
Jack
Nicholson. Kim Basinger and
Michael Keaton and directed by
Tim Burton, will play at 7 p m.
Tuesday at the Curns Center
Theater as part of the studentrun Tinseltown Tuesdays film
series
• The Tree Rolltns Band will
play at 8 p.m. Tuesday at Nick's
Family Sports Pub.
• Paducah's Carson Center
will present the play. -To Kill A
Mockingbird," at 7 p.m. next
Thursday, Nov. 5.
To add an event to the arts
calendar. contact Hawkins
Teague
at
753-1916
or
hteaguedmurrayledgercorn.
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To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at
753
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hour -1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Ashley Morris
s: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:'7531927
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An ordinance enacting and adopting a supplement
to the Code of the Ordinaixra of the rity of Murras,
Kentucky

-111/11144,

jahlie Caet Teleran&
A TRIBUTE TO VETEIIANN DAY

Bonnaven of Benton is currently acceptiN
applicatrons for the following pcsrtion RN
full-time afternoon shift We offer competi
tive wages and an excellent benetti packag
e.
Must be licensed in Me State of Kentucky

Attest
a's Danny 0 Hudxpeth
Ws Harts McClure
Danny O. Hudspeth.
Herta Me ('Iure
Mayor
City Cleric
Summers prepared by Warren Hopkins.
City Attorney

November
17' Factory Rims otf GMC Sierra
On truck less than 2 months
Less than 10,000 miles.
Just a little dirty from settina

Apply Iri person at Brttltiaven of Benton
2607 Maln Street Hwy 841 S Berton, KY
42025 EOEJAAE
NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

thilinaalCtelilainkaLiSKR61.412
An Ordiruinre amending ordinance number 20091486. an ordinance which adopted the 2009.2010
City of Murray. Kentucky annual budget by restating certain revenues and expenditures for the City
of Murray operations budgets regarding a capital
expenditure for the fire department in tne amount
of $311.S63 and entering unto a 10 year loan with
US Bank with a 4 31'l APR
Attest
we Danny 0 Hudspeth'
Ws Harts McClure
Danny O. Hudspeth.
Harts Mc Clure.
Mayor
City Clerk
Summary prepared by. Warren Hopkins
City Attorney

APARTMENT compiex

GET THIS MI
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PIM
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
HALLOWEEN
COSTUME RENTALS
$15.00- $30.00 tor 2
nights
Adult il206
Rita s Neat Repeats
605 S 1?th St
Fall Clothes 20% off
NOT10E
Advertisers ere
requested to check
the first insertion of
their ad for any
error. Murray Ledger
& Times will be
reeponeibie tor only
one incorrect Insertion. Arty error
should be
reported krornediati•ly so teeiiiiiettuns can
be made

TH Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable. but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do sc at
their
own
nsk.
Although persons and
companies rnentlined
herein are believed to
be reputable. The
Murray
Ledger
&
Torres nor any of rts
employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their actvries
Lon Ind Found
FOUND Male Basset
`,ound Fuiches Trait
435-4463

LOOKING tor smiling
riencify faces. Apply a
Wendy's

1122
Lost and

Found

OPERATOR/SERVIC

loOking for part-tome

E Tech needed for

manager in Murray.
KY. Send inquiries to
P.O. Box 160, Doe
Run. MO 63637 or
email response to
ivandiver0
nyemanagernentcom
DENTAL Office in the
Pans Camden ansa is
seeking highly motivated, caring. people person for the position of
dental
assistant.
Expeeence is required
and registration is preferred. Work history
and references must
be inciuded in resume
Attn . Amanda Burrow,
405 Tyson Ave. Suite
A, Pans, TN 38242

Xerox IGen Digital
Color Press. Training
provided,
Full-time
position wen benefits
Day Shin
Monday
through Friday with
occasional overtime
and weekends. Lifting
and computer experience required Sena
resume or apply in person
at Automated
Direct Mail, 1410 North
12th St., Suite G,
Murray, KY 42071.

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted- secuon
on our classifieus
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be ristuected
to jobrietwcsitcom.
By default.
Murray and local fob
listings will appear on
this website
Howevet. as a national
website. no( all lumnp
on thc lohnetwork.com
are placed through
the Murray Ledgff
& Times %ease call
us if you have
questions regarding
the Murray area
eon listings Thank you
LPN/RN Full-ume 2p
10p Apply in person a
Green
Acres
HealthCare, 402 W.
Farthing. Mayfield KY.
NOW
accepting
resumes for the position of dental hygienist
Must be flexible and
willing to work in the
Pans Camden area
Work history and refer.
Isnot. must accompanY
resume.
Ann'
Amanda Burrow, 405
Tysor Ave. Suite A,
Paris, TN 38242.

PREMIER Motors is
accepting applications
for full time sales position 5 day work
week. Apply in person
at 537 Brewers Hwy
Hardin KY.
050
Lod and Rend

PERSON needed for
part-time work at busy
law office Mon-riurs.
10am-3prn end Friday
8am-5pm for the purPose Ot filing, answering the teiephone running errands and other
miscellaneous tasks
Automobiie required
to rur errands. Send
resume to P.O. Box
1075, Murray, KY
42071
POSITION at local
CPA
firm:
P/T
Clencal/Admin. poso
bon. Must be proficient
in MS office, able to
maintain conficieetiality. should be dependable
self-motivated
multetasker, posess
strong SOCiel skills, and
able to meet deadlines
Exposure to
income tax. payroll
reporting. and bookkeeping
a
plus
References required
Reply' P.O. Box 527,
Murray, KY 42071

SHOE Sensation is
looking for a Store
Sales Manager tor our
location tr. the Murray,
KY. Qualified candidates must have a
minimum of 2 veers
expenence ag a retail
store manager The
Store Sales Manager
would be responsible
for all day to day operations, managing a
team of sales associates.and above all.
dnving sales The candidate should have a
successful track
record In suggestive
selling as well as motivating a staff to do the
same Send resumes
to pmcelhinny0shoe sensation com

$500 REWARD
Have you seen me
Sandy Drown hair
Answers to Cawood
Last seen in the New
Providence/New
Concord area
Saturday morning
Oct 17th Call 293-1873
or 753-6160 if you have
infomiation

CLEANING service to
office rentals. apart
ments, reference avail
abet' 227-6535
HOLIDAYS
ARE
NEAR? DO
YOU
NEED YOUR HOUSE
CLEANED?
270-293-5806

STAY at home mother
of 2 is available fufl or
part-time
hours.
Availability is from
6am-9pm, Mon-Sat
Children ages infancy
to pre-k. Reasonable
Rates! 270-293-0374.
270-978-5194.

EIPAPItuld
5000 Ford diesel P S.
3600 Fcrd diesel P.S
80 model. 801 Ford
super sham gas, 150
M.F. P.S. gas. 27°623-6363. 270-7052907.

PlriP)W
Firewood for sale $40
nck, delivered.
492-8266.
Firewood. 293-2487

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
R6pairsAJpgraclos

759.9666

BUYING old U.S. Coin
collections.
Paying
Blue Book value.
293-6999

2BR near MS0 appt
ones
furnished
C/H/A Coleman RE
753-9898

WE buy & sell good
used furniture
(270)357-0400
293-5762

illi

tionies For_ Rent I

LAFiGE 3BR
753-6012.

Articies
For San
2 piece pillow top mattress set still in onginal
wrapper w/ warranty,
$150. 270-584-0301.
rHARP 15in
aluniinum wheels with 2
new 295x5OxRi5 road
hugger radial tires
$350 obc 270-2276339 or 270-293-9524
USED
hair
equipment
(270)703-3177

salon

wk.
LARGE
. SELECTION
ttSIF D arriogeair ES
, WARD I KIN%

(270) 753 1713
Whirlpool Refrigerator
w/ice maker $275.00
Whirlpool Cooktop
$75.00. All Electric.
Benton, KY
(270)853-5003.

1112
[ 1.44ses curneehiegisi

$295.

NICE 2BR, partially
furnished. $300.mo.
Patterson Pt. KY Lake.
270-436-6280.

11--;
---1
Redor
1 OR 2br apts nea
downtown
Murray
Lease and deposi
required 753-4109
1BR Apt, some utilities
paid, no pets
$270/rno 767-9037
1 BR, 1 BA. 1,5 blocks
from MSU $245/mo
plus
deposit
References required
492-6069. 970-8412
18R, pnce reduced,
venous
locations.
Coleman RE 7539898.
2BR duplex in city
Excellent privacy Just
redecorated
New
heating & air equipment W'd hook-up
willing to furnish wid
Stove
refrigerator
encluded N
o pets $4135/mo
270-787.1176

2BR duplex.

fAAIN
UPINftsfillft(..
401 MArt •-•

Cf3i)A
various
locations
Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR Dupiex. CM/A
an appliances, newly
remodeled. 100343
Northwood (270)753°259

Visit7
1(
7

HOUSERO
igoos.! concha
chair + sectic
twin beds •
sewing machi
Lazy Boy Bal
dry sink • CN
lamps• Com

LIF7154€41i Saz TIMES

4BR, Cfri/A, all appliances Coleman RE
753-9898

Classified Dept. 753-1916

.408 Hillwood Dr . 2BR.
2BA $425/mo.
Depose. lease & references required
227-'3331
Calloway Garden
Es.sex DownN
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Dnc
Murray, KY 42071
One and Tv'',
Bedtixim Apartment,
2700Se-sem
TDD1.4100-545.1133
Ext. 2/13
oecionieee.e.J
E

4

DUPLEX Lynn Grove
on 94W. Large, 2BR.
1.5 bath, garage. all
appliances.
C/H/A,
v.ater, sewer. and trash
pick-up furnished 1
small
indoor
pet
allowed $675 etc
293-7404
FOR rent: 2BR
Duplex, 1304
Valleywood. $475/mo.
761-7355

CASH paid for
good used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th.
Murray.

Auction Se

OMB* Wednesday, Nevember iltfo
at VW p.m.
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JNIVERSITY Heights
Apts. is now accepting
applications for 1 & 2
BR rental assisted
apartrnents. M-W-TH,
8-2 30 1734 carelppo
SI. 759-2282 Heanng
Impaired only 1-80°648-6056
Equal
Housing Opportunity.

4111

1986 fixer -up mobile
home 14x70. must be
moved. $2,800 obo
227-9613 or
293-8122
3-BDR trailer $10k
invested Will take
$1.500.
(615)330-8193

Fr:
keerrep&Hg
i

person, 20 word limit)

Extremely nice one
bedroom in Hazel. We
pay the electric bill,
water,
trash. and furnish all
appliances including
washer & dryer. Only
$550/mo
You won't find a nicer
or cleaner apartmentl
(270)492-8211
LARGE 3BR apt,
newly remodeled. on
campus C,'HiA, W&D,
$600 water, sewage &
trash furnished, no
pets.759-4696.
293-4600
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bectroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday. Friday
Phone 759-4984
EqUel Housing
Opportunity
TDO /1-800-648-6056

Study in paradise 9
miles from campus
515
Saddle
Ln I
$400 Mc
206-883-6219
340
Houses For Rent
2a4 Bedroom houses
lease & deposit
required 753-4109
2BR. IBA, beck, farrn
house. 1109 Kirksey
Rd
Now available
Seeking couple tor
long
term
rental
$600eno, lmo. secunty deposit requirea
Call 615-384-9258 and
leave message
HOUSE with garage
for rent in Hazel, KY.
must have references
$450 month + $450
security. (270)9787441
SMALL 2BR, 1 mile
from city limits. Deposit
& Lease. No pets.
$425
753-6156

cutter • 2 met
commercial s
Hotel • guilt,
it,. re
sew,
'w itibees

Retell Building for
sale or lease
8.000 + Square Feet
Retail ard offices, High
traffic, great visibility
and parking
753-84i35

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell: (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 pen M-F
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Name Fe Ish
ANTIQUES, Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
227-6004

downtowr
bec goes
I ieftont
.2

Double spots: SIM • +40 wind limit

For tent

L

SATURI
PARIS, T

We are proud of your
service to our country.
during WWII }
Your Family
Only 511 per spot • ione

SWAM

Honor of
Burkeen

T-4 US Army
1943-1946

(270)227-0067

TOP quality
consignment furniture
accessories and
antiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6.361

2oc_)9
In

in shop. $250/080

MT/MLT or Expenenced Laboratory Aide
tor
Busy Physicians office Laboratory.. Good
Phlebotomy skills required, with Excellent
people skills a must. Full time hours include
Saturday and Sunday afternoon. with remaining hours dunng regular work week Salsry
commensurate web degresexpenerice
Piease send resume to P.0 HOs 1040-D.
Murray. KY 42071

Notts

Murray 1

DOG Obedience.
270)436-2858
GERMAN Shepherd
puppies 5350-ea.
Yorkie puppies.
females/5500,
male/5400, tull-bioodecl. vacinated
(270)247-5799
(270)748-5909

11 I

REN1ALS
MINI-STORAGE
720 S. 4TH ST.
Comer of MS.& filencide.
19X10 225 lex15 340
(2701436-2524
1270i 293-6406

welder• paint
er « log sham
chain hoist •
leaf blower I
5 0 Eska bo
ird
den
cgtu
s +twwtice+
i 1
inent fishing
of handles +
manual • c

JACK Russell puppoes
$150. 270-226-2092
PEACOCKS. chickens. ducks. geese
1270)753-5904

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
slos,de climate controi
storage
eSen.urrty alarmed
*Safe & clean
eAfe
boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
753 9600

corner

MORE.This
Law* Aveda
TIMM'• A (1"
4111r
1.11
..,111(111RINI
mew
I•

luoPlm
REGISTERED Black
angus bull great
blood line and EPDa,
5 years old, $1100.00
(270)293-7109

Prop For

F()R MOM

GET THIS
1X1
AD FOR
$75.00
A MONTH
753-1916

OFFICE building in
center of Murray 8
parking spaces
Investment co looking
for long-term renter
(615)330-8193

WATERFRONT For
Rent, 2BR. 2BA. completely furnished. More
info go to veree hamlinlakeretreetky com Of
436-5091

es•old halt
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CARPORT

Subscribe to the

108 S. 13'

MURRAY

FRIDA'

LEDGER&TIIIES
A&l- Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

Home Delivery
6
3 in°.
ma
1 yr. ----.4105.00

6 ino..-....496.011
Yr.-----$120.60

11,,,„/ inns ewhirrs
'Inn. yaw' 442
We Offer:
•All Sire Units
• 24/7 Surveillance
• Electricity
• Climate Control

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
812 WhItneil Ave.• 753-3853

Cheek

7:00-

Loca
,(0Lir
o all

Furniture

_-_-----135
"
..sas
e
1 yr.--AMOS

Rest of KIMIN
a iiashassai
3 roe.---2711.21

SATURI

MOWers.
plants. n
dolls. & cl
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6
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Money Order
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M/C

1

Dor

1
1
1
1

It you hav
v.as used i
ou may c
business h

Name
St Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Ph

Mail this coupon with payment to
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Obedience.
l36-2858
IAN Shepherd
$350-ea
puppres.
os/$500,
)400, full-bloodmated
47-5799
48-5909

Russell puppies,
270-226-2092

›CKS, chickocks. geese
53-5904

& guppies]
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old.$110000
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Too9 gavii4 auction Setegk•e

;T THIS
1 X1
D FOR

IQUI, Auctlomer & Real Estate Broker
200 Adkim Lane • Puryear. TN 311251
Telephone 173112.47.37M
Doug Taylor. Auctioneer/Broker Tn. Lic. #2027
Ky. Tic. J/RP7209 Eirm #I782
"Taylor Made .4 actions Art Better'.

i75.00

V1ONTH
;3-1916

.100
YartI

1

CARPORT SALE
108 S. 13TH ST.

IMES

al Mall

1

FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00- 7

1

dllora,1

i

Furniture, lawn
mowers, dishes.

4110°O
_2
I

their Mail
rtiptions

;

plants. misc
dolls. & clothes.

tools to
household items

MOVING SALE
1905
LARKSPUR DR.
SAT
RAIN OR SHINE
7AM-?
Stcve. dishwasher
microwave, couch.
& many other
household items
All must go

What A Variety!!
Auction illitgihlights Only
!

4015 MURRAY
PARIS ROAD
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY
7:00-7
Toys. dishes, moil(
glass lamps, old
records. old lantems.
too many items
to list

YARD SALE
4311 RADIO RD
DEXTER. KY
OUTSIDE DEB'S
PLACE
CANCEL IF
RAIN

Many 2 & 4 Wheel Bumper Hitch Trailers

Two - Fishing Boats, Complete
• Mowers
Wheel Barrows • Hyd Jacks • Floor
Jacks &
Stands • Tools,Tools. Tools. Hand
Tools 01
Every Descnption • Tool Boxes • Chain
Saws • 1inielders • Cutting
Torches •
Portable Air Tanks • Large
Shop Ail
Compressors • Choo Saws • Gnnder
s•
Drills • Hand Power Tools • Work
Tables •
Band Saws • Nuts. Bolts • 4 Wheele
r Tires
& Wheels • Car & Truck Tires & Wheels
•
Generators • Motor Lifts • Truck Tool Boxes
Hand Carts • Step Ladders • Extensi
on
Ladders • Large Fans• Pressure Washer
•
Shop Stoves • Deer Stands •
Bows &
Arrows • 12 Ga Single Shot Shotgu
n • 22
Automatic Rifie ••••••• B Allis Tractor •
King
Cutter Disc For ATV Or Garden Tractor
COMPLETE CASH SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE!!
For Pictures And Details Visit
www.jarnearcash.com

JAMES R. -CASH
"%,' heitINEE
i

0i Flat. ESTATE POKER r
- FANCY fAIN.Ky• 270-623=84
66 L
R&
I - .,
. The settinrg Machine'

IliC
R
•

LAKE LOT
BLOW-OUT SALE'
Sat. Nov 7th
2+ ACRE LAKE LOT
W.' FREE BOAT
SLIPS
Just 24,900
was 29.900
Pay NO dosing Costs,
Loctaed on 160,000
acre recreational lake
in Kentucky. Enjoy
swimming pool, walkirg
trails. provate park.
more. Excellent.
financing. Call now l•
800-704-3154 x 3309

Must sell 1986 Honda
Magna 700, very nice
boke. $1.500
270-205-1747
2003 YZ85. $1,800
firm. 270-436-2667
1999 Honda 250
recon (270)436-2106

Vtakimiccom

Call 753-5606

_and tor sate. 90K, 4.5
acre lot Oaks County
Club Rd 978-0053
RESIDENTIAL bUJI-cfing iota located on
Loch Lomond St located near Robertson
noddle & hogh school.
978-1707
I Cit
acreage
5-Acres
.
ready to build
approx 15 miles
from Pins Lending
-525.0011
Contact
pam Bytatien
-Lake Realtors
(73t)642-1399
6471 E, ArrtMeh Rd
Eluchanars TN 38222

Furniture weedeater
teweiry Mar y- Kay
DVD s VHS s antique
Skiliets quilts pictures handmade wood
baskets lots more

DOUBLE wide remcd
eled, vinyl siding
located on corner of
Post Oak Hwy 280
Asking once $60,000
obo 270-293-6517

New 2-4
Bedroom honiek
Riverflekl Estates.
BC; Real Property
Professionals

293-7872

121 South to
Locust Grove Rd
Left onto
Dodd Rd
Thurs, Fri, & Sat
Oct 29, 30, 31
Children's clothes.
toys. household
items, too much
to mention

$%.00

Don't Forget!
If you

haven't picked up a picture that
was used in a classified special section.
you may come by our office during otebusiness hours and pick it up.

Leak&TIMES

1008 Southwood 4olex
280K 978-0074
A1u,ra, 1 rdwr
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llotpung Act %oh.
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toi. or nat,thal othon or !thenlOn
maie an, well Fmk.,
'OCR brIlitithon, dr+411111111.1MAI

ote
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n the sale rental or adsertNng
ir real estate Nerd on factors al
ddition to those protected
nder mderal
is,
knouingh aerer
ash ernsinf toe real e4ate w111d1
not in ,iolation ot the lau All
nom are herk
,
, informed
hat all dwellthet, advertised am
Mailable on an equal opportunity ba..
I.or Nether a-,istance .tth Feu
reywre
+.1A

We Roy lioustsT
immediate
Debt Relief'
Selling an Estate?
In Foreclosure
Looa, Home 114yers
Cm Help'
No Cost To You
No Equity OK

761HOME.COM
t 270) 761-HOME
WHY rent when you
can own/ Save
firs
time home buyers
130K house for sale
949-322-1495
Very Stately home,
Beauttful landscaping
Circle drove in front.
screened porch and
courtyard Great famity
room, hardwood floors
Just move roght onl
4 large bedrooms 2
baths walk to Murray
High You won't be chsapoointed $169,900
Call Barbara Campbell
Campbell Realty 27°293-7874

4.4
1001 11 hitnell Ave. • Murray. K1' 42071
Hours: 8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
1270r/53-1916 • classifledramurrayledger.com

Check us out on the Webd

%IT
Bro.

l'a%
759-050l
753-1537
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
r270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren

'UR NA" IS
ktil)11.‘1.1'
flanline
IONA I IR

2711-7C3-2.279
CHADWICK Catering
Read, to serve your
celebration needs
Contact Cheryl
Chachvock
(270)492-8266
Custom bulldozing
and trackhoe work
otrod clearong,
underbrushing, ponds,
lakes and waterways
Free estimates
Gene Parker
293-1005
753-5838
evening! leave
message
CUSTOM BULLDOZING

•Lancl-clea ring
-Ponds
•Lakes •Waterways
Free Estimates
22 years exp
293-0371

eUrklert rushing

FOR all you roottrig.
vinyl metal porches
decks and rt.:modeling
call Danny Paschall
492-8500 or 293-8156

14.15,16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted "

2004 Buick Century.
35,222-mi, $8,000
761-4677
1997 Buick Century.
great shape,
126.000me S2,600.
293-5587
1950 Plymouth Club
Coop
All original,
looks & runs great
Asking $7.000
767-1936 293-7679
520
Boas 8 Motors

FUTRELL'S Tree
Service
Trimmong.
removal
stump grinding, firewood Insurer,
489-2839
les IN,.
NI%\ NCI \II \ I

• *eerily & pecial piekbpS
• localb, owned/operated
759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Ilamilton
& %Loath.
3301 St. Rt 121N.

753-8087

2001 Fourvonns
Cruiser, 4-season,
rent daily or weekly
Sleeps 4-8 Berthed
on
Kentucky Lake.
(615)33.0-8193

SATURDAY
8:00-7

N I lichen

USED TIRES

i

Yard UM

GARAGE SALE

-

FRIDAY &

INSIDE MOVING
SALE
49 Rolling Acres
Ln. Highway 280
off 94 East
Friday & Saturday
30th & 31st
8am-7

Additions,
Remodeling. Roofing.
Vinyl &ding Laminate
Floors,
Repairs
Insured
227-2617 474-0' oi

Lots tI Las Ofeoltsclms...Plan To Spend The Dttyf

04 Dodge 4x4 Picklip, 4 Door. Herm
Eng
'01 Kia Sportage 4x4
'90 Ford 3/4 Th(1 Pickup • 89 Chevy
Corsica
'86 Chevy Suburban 4x4
'85 Chevy 4 Door Pickup.Utility Bed
'84 Chevy Dually, 4 Speed
'85 isuzu 1 Ton Flat Bed Dsl Truck
'92, '91, '89 Short School Buses, Automatics
18' Neat:over Car Hauler Trailer wiWinc
h
Western Hauler Flat Bed
20' & 16' Neckover Trailers. New
Tires

lliMi
lots For Safi

GARAGE SALE

improvement

Take Hwy 841 North 4 Miles To Hwy
484. Turn Right. Proceed East 1/2 Mils Crossove
r
H
1824 And Proceed On East 3/10 Moite

www danmIllerauctioneer com

PARIS. TN - 312 Highwood I:trek • From
downtown Paris take E. Washington Street
I becomes Chickasaw I to Green Acres, turn
left go .2 mile to Highweed Circle, follow
Highnood Circle to auction.
Fred & Myrtle Britton are breaking up house
keeping and have,ontracted Lioug Taylor
Auction Service to sell their personal property at
Public A urturn
Visit our website: e_ww.dtmatiolutirmtlita.
com
HIGHLIGHTS OF- PERSONAL
PROPERTY LISTING
HOISEIIOLD• Kenniore HD washer & dryer
(goo,' conditioni+ table win chairs• wing back arm
chair + sectional couch.Lonardo piano w/bench •
twin heds • 5 drawer chest • recliner.Kenmore
sewing machine w/cabinet.r 2) La-Z-Boy recliner.
Lazy Boy Big Man recliner + 2 drawer file cabinet +
dry sink.ciak computer desk • cedar chest + oil
lamps + Coming ware.assorted glassware + set of
china 4. cake stand . C'hnstmas decorations.
portable dishwasher • iefngerator + Jena Aire range
+ gum ball machine + old wind up Victrola• records
for Victrola • file cabinets 4- desk + old baseball
gloves 4- bicycle.assorted paper back books
.paper
cutter + 2 metal yard chairs « knives + oak rocker •
commercial size oil lamp from the old Caldwell
Hotel • quilts + daisy churn.14 k gold wedding
nng set with small diamonds.floor lamp •electric
ice cream freezer.country CD's•baseball card collection i some complete sets)• Bissell bagless sac +
old books 01014-1910i.old 4 stnng banjo + and
more
ga
Able barrel Springfield Stevens «i
12 lid Win,hcmef rndi 1300• Remingto
n Mdl IIIM
.T-20 Magnum • Mauser Modelo Argentin° IgUI
,
anulactura Loewe Berlin • Heritage Rough Ride
2 pistol w/22 mag cylinder
'V nickels • old dimes • Indian Head pen
es.old half dollars + 1%4 Kennedy halves.Red
etter 2 dollar bills.old quarters • silver dollars.
heat pennies
MKNALpost vise + air compressor •electric
welder + paint gun + hedge trimmer • banery charger « log chains • come-along • dnll + Skill saw.
chain hoist • cutting torch.Husgsanna 132 HBV'
leaf blower + load binders.Die Hard trolling motor
• 5 0 Eska boat motor • Dn Wei gnnder • lawn
&
garden tools + heaters + Kerason heater + extension
cords• wheel barrow + pipe clamps.fishing equipment.fishing lures•floor !acks • large assortment
of handle,• chop saw • tool box.a...aimed pan,
manual + c clamps.wheel pulley • shop s.i. orner clamps * Stihl 009 chain saw .Mt CH
MORE. This Is only a very partial listing of took'
Lunch .4vadable
Not Responsible jor Accidents
roams a cirvoirkno ; .411,41( .d.P.,,ncni ad. ..I d,dp.d,

ADAMS Horne

"Alma Coennistedty" 814 Alma Rd
From Murray

Af Sertitce Doesn t Cost. It Pa s

LARGE
COUNTRY
ESTATE SALE
1621 OLD
NEWBURG
ROAD
THURSDAY
ONLY
7:00-7
Lots of stuff

ANNOUNCEMENTS

Sat.Oct. 31st At 10:00 A.M.
A Milos fisrth Qf Murray.. KY

DAN MILLER (2701435,4144 DARRELL BEANE 435-4420
. TERRY PASCHALL 767-9223 AUCTIONEERS •

SATURDAY,OCT. 31, 2009 10:00 AM

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS

SELLING AT AUCTION

At the Dan Miller Auction
Barn. Lynn Grove, KV.
From MayfIrld, KY lake
Hwy. NO East to Hwy. 121 throug
h
Coldvvater. KY to Hwy. 1836
So. Follow to auction. From
Murray, KY take Hwy. 94
West to Lynn Grove. Signs posted.
Princess dresser- Windsor
Captain chair- Antique filing cabinet
piano bench- hall tree- long
wall mirror- 3 French chairs cane
hack- Antique picture black
velvet- maple breakfast table- Library'
table- Jenny Linn maple
bed- dresser w/mirror- 4 Bentwo
od
chairs- small desk chair- Brass
hcd- 2 benches- sewing box- red
wagon- Windsor nicker- 2 Walnut
office desk- 1 Oak office deskgold frame print- Child's
spinning wheel- National Geographic
book- box sheet music- dolls- granite
pans- horse drawn tools- dog
irons- Ashley wood heater w/fanPencil post bed- nice old dresser- Cedar chest- hidabed sofaold lamp tables- old breakfast setnice table w/6 chairs- 3 drawer
chest- friumed pictures- oak bachelor chest w/bevel mirror- knee
hole desk- sewing machine- treadmill- Rose back rocker & chairold spindle back rocker- Electnc
lift chair- old iron floor lampsmall craft bench- 220 Electric
heater- Craftsman wet dry vac.
1.5 H.P.- metal child's wheel barrow- mini 12 gas chainsaw by Lancast
er- nice fnendship quilt- old
glass & china- (21 Crosscut sawsold wash board- 65,900 warm
morning ga.s heater- Elect. power
tools- wood brace & bits- Pipe
threader cutter & vise- socket
sets- set of cotton scales- Daisy BB
gun made in Rogers Ark- golf
clubs- extend handle tree pruner- 2
air hoses on reels & much more

PUBLIC AUCTION

Thursday, October 29, 2009 • 3B

•

:L&M

LAWN SERVICE

•

Mowing, Marketing.
landscape' ig
Leal- Vacuuming
Satisfaction guaranteed

HOUSE Husband
All types of home
repairs. No job too
small
270-519-8155
ML GARAGE DOOR
INSTALLATION, repair
& maintenance on
doors & operators.
Resodential & commercial. Locally owned &
operated. 293-2357.
435-4049.

753-1816 T27-0611
0 00 Cost Estimate
227-9641
AFFORDABLE
Carpentry
•Remodeling
•Screened Porches
•Garages
•Water & Termite
Damage
•Decks
•Home• Mobile Home
Repair
436-5517

r Hill Electric
Since 1986

24 Noun seems
Res . Com . & Ind
Licensed & insured
All ph% his 111. Afllaii

Horoscope
H A PPV

BIRTHDAY
Friday, Oct. 30, 2009:

lacieslles Blear
for

This year, you will open doors if
you stay in touch with your con-

stantly changing energy. Your
style is changing, and you are
becoming more creative. You
might not have all the answers.
If you are single. you could meet
someone at work or through
your daily travels. If you are

• Repairs • Decks

ARIES pushes you hard at work.

pressure washed

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic:

8 stained

(270) 436-2228
AlOrtrIcle %

Mcduiston

Roolmy Co

Licensee:I Contractor.
" Flee
.
• • • •
‘2,
111,;',
I3-

JONES
ROOFING
Licensed & Insured
Free estimates

(270)293-0354
(270)753-0355

cAsEy F'ITMAN
Yvwvro PRE MIE PARC COM

(270)619-5313
•Certified •Portable
•Aluminum •Stainless
YARD clean-up. Free
estimates.
Call
Rodney 753-9243.
YEARRY'S
Tree
Service. Free estomates, Phone
436-2562. 227-0267

$59,900) PAY NO
CLOSING COSTS' On
160.000 acre recreational oak° in
Kentucky Ennoy swimming pool. walking
Iran. pnvete park,
more Excellent hnanclog Can now 1-80°704-3154. X3315
mine kylakesale corn

*Traver- Work- Party
Piety' 50 States' Piay on
Vegas. Hang in LA, Jet
to NON York' Hiring 18•Reach over 1 million
24 gets/ guys 8400oiaders with one calli
SPORT1140/SPOR T
8800 weekly Paid
expenses Are you
Contact the classified
ING GOODS
department of this
Energetic Fun 8
•Gun
Show Oct 31
Looking for a great
oewspaper
caii KPS
Nov 1 Sat 9-5 8 Sun
at 1-502-223-8821 for
lob/ Call 1-800-4579-4 Louisville.
more information about 8528
Kentucky Fair 8 Expo
ptacing a 25-word cies
INSTRUCTIONAL
Center, West Hall A 8
sifted on 70 newspaB (937 Phillips Lane)
pers for only $250
•AiFILINES AFIE HIRBuy. Self Trade Info:
ING- Train for high
(563O927-8176
BUILDINGS
paying Aviation
•Steei Arch BuildingsMaintenance Career
•STAY AND PLAY at
Fail Clearance- RE190 d
FAA approved proone of Kentucky's top
gram
buildongs Ready for
Fonanc-al and If
golf courses, Cherry
qualified- Housing
Resale' Save
Blossom, Georgetown.
availabie CALL
Thousands' 2000.
Call 502-570-9489
Avtatoon Instotute of
30x36 Ask about disabout Stay and Play,
play discounts in your
Maintenance (888)349- including furnisher/
5387
area' Call today' 1townhome. golf for four
866-352-0469
•Attend Collegs Online
TRUCK DRIVERS
horn Home 'Medical.
BUSINESS
HELP WANTED
'Business. •Paralegei
SERVICES
•BIH
Trucking
'Accounting, 'Cromonal
•Dish Network $19 99/
Company Drover
Justoce. Job placement
mo Why pay more for
Trainees Needed' No
assistance Computer
TV/ 100+ Channels
CDL- NG PROBLEM!
available. Financial aid
FREE 4-Room install
Eam up to $900i week.
if qualified. Call 866FREE FID-DVR Plus
Company endorsed
460-9765
$600 sign-up BONUS
wwwCenturaOrdine co CDL Training. Job
Call Now' 1-866-24°assistance Financial
3844
assistance 888- 78°*FREE HEAVY EQUIP- 5539
FOR SALE
MENT OPERATOR
*Conyers COL-A Flatbed
•SAwMiLLS FROM
TRAINING Must be
up to 40 CPM Home
ONLY $2,990 00-LAID OFF. Collecting
tome Benefits OTR
Convert your LOGS
Unemployment or
expenence required
TO VALUABLE LUMexhausted benefits.
No feionies Committed
Fundong Thru STATE
BER wrth your own
to safety Garner since
WIA Program AMERINorwood portable
19280 800-441-4271
band sawmill Log
CAN HEAVY EOUIPMENT TRAINING 86E- xKY-100
skidders also available
nontroodsawmills condi
280-5836
•Drivers- Miles &
300n Free information
Frerght: Positions availuVESTOCK/LIVE1-800-578-1363abOe ASAPI COL-4,mM
STOCK FOR SALE
Ext300-N
tanker required. top
*Central Kentucky
pay, premium benefits
HELP WANTED
Premrer Herter Sale
and MUCH MORE!
4180,000 FOR COLSaturday. October 31,
Call or visit us online,
LEGE, Scholarships up 2009. 1 -00PM. Manon
877-484-3061
County Fairgounds,
to $180,000 for college
wwwoakleytrensport.c
expenses Monthly
Lebanon KY. Selling
orn
175 Spring Catving
allowances and Four•FREE CDL CLASS-A
Year scholarships are
Heifers. See website:
TRAINING Must be
VAWI.hedersates corn
offered by the Navy at
LAID OFF, Collecting
fifty maror colleges and Damd Sandusicy
Unempioyment or
(270)6924793
Universities including
exhausted benefits
the Oeio State
MEDICAL HELP
Funding thru STATE
University and Mown
WANTED
W1A Program Must
University at Oxford
meet honng
•Ky Heatth Training
Receive a guaranteed
Requiremerts of Mare
Management career as Nurse /ode Trainong,
TruCking C,ompenies
Phlebotomy training.
a Navai Otlicer
Financing optoons,
Scholarships are avaiiLexington &
ruiton reimbursement
Georgetown. Day.
abie to High Schooi
also availabte TRUCK
Night. Weekend classJuniors and Senors.
AMERICA TRAINING
For more information
es. 859-963-2901, 888866-244-3644
274-2018
call 1-800.-282-1384 or
AVV/VI.nursaaidetrainmgNAT0NAVY.MIL
•PTL OTR Dnvers
center.com
New Pay Package!
•The Bakery at
Great Miles! Up to
Sullovan Unoversrty
REAL ESTATE
46cpm. 12 months
(Louisville) seeks a
•Lake Lot Blow-Out
expenence required.
noght baker Requires
Sal& 11-7-09 only. 2+
No felony or DUI past 5
two years exeenerice
acre lake lot with FREE years. 877-740-6262
in high volume bakery
boat slips' Just
www.per-inc.com
broductiOn and able);
S24 900 (was

• Painting • Fix-rt's

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service Complete
tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, haulong etc
Insured Emergency
293-1118
436-5141
AAFFORDABLE
Hauling
Clean out
garages. gutters, junk
& tree work
DRYWALL repair &
Painting Free estimates 270-873-9916

to work independently
Hours are M-F 4prn•
modnrght Call
(502)452-1210 Of email
Morey0sullivan eclu
EOE

attached, the two of you must
learn to understand that you are
very different peopk, and
respect
those
differences.

BRUSH &
HAMMER

15. yvars exp

YOUR'AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
:ONLY $75.00
" A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

hDIVORCE witri or
without Children $95
With FREE name
change documents
Iwife only) and mantel
settlement agreernect
Fast and easy Call us
24hrs 7days 1-888789-0198

4-Positive: 3-Average: 2-So-so:
I -Difficult
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** In the morning, you are
sure that your day cannot get
much harder than this, but by the
afternoon. your perspective
changes. You feel renewed, but
you are looking at the weekend
You are an unbeatable force
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
it * You have been tested to
the max and could be quite tired
and exhausted as the day
begins. You feel that people are
negative. If you can cut out of
work early. do.
GEMINI(May 21 -June 20)
**** Handle a difficutt situation earty on You don't need to
be thinking about it all day In the
a.m., you are thinking "party"
when in a meeting. If you are on
a one-on-one level with someone, you think about what would
be the best Halloween costume
for this person

CANCER (June 21 -July 22)
*** You can speak your mind
and try 10 different ways of verbalizing th.e same thing, and you
can add in facial expression and
any other form of communicatio
n
necessary
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** Even if you are dealing
with someone directly, how you

handle this person and what
comes up could change radically. If you relate on a one-on-one
level. a lot can happen.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** You -- yes. you. my dear
Virgo -- could be the wrench in
the wheel right now. You might
not realize you are radiating negativity and iaded thoughts Relax
and let go. Someone you trust
and care about will step nght in.
UBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Get past a need to make
situations difficult. Stop and take
a deep breath. Think "weekend.'
and you might smile. In fact, tear
on out the door early if you can.
Many people are looking for you.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You can push. but the
end result might not be what you
desire. Let go and relax. Focus
on what must be done
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Deo. 21)
**** You feel as if you have
too much to handle on the personal front and could be quite
distracted at work If you can
take off early, please do. as you
are likely to get little done any
way. Tap into your creativity to
make the afternoon lighter and
more interesting
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Keep communication
active, arid share rnore of yourself. Don't let someone makr,
you feel anything less than great
Your mind moves into a new
realm in the p.m

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Be caretui with expenditures You might want to fethink
what you are doing with your
funds. Somehow. you feel there
are other solutions. If so, don't
commit, A meeting in the afternoon proves to be rewarding and
fruitful.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Gel as much done in the
morning as you can. Don't count
on others chipping in You are
better off lust doing things yourself

BORN TODAY
Biographer Robert Caro (1935)
actor Henry Winkler (1945)

4B • Thursday,

COWS'/ FEATURES
Special-needs children
require special parents

October 29, 2009

Leek.Back
10 years ago
Published as a photograph of
the S68,000. I 4 ton Simulsat
Five
receiver dish measuring 25 feet
wide and 20 feet tall behind
the
main building of Murray. Electnc
System, 401 Olive St , as part of
the upcortung cable television
system The photograph was by Staff
Photographer Edward Shendan.
Tiffany. A'hite and Lacy
McGuan hase been presented
scholarships by Alumni & Associates of Calloway Count) High
School
New members of the Murray
Business & Professional Women's
Club are Amy Gannon, Teri Bryant.
Samantha Butler and Dahn
Lemoine
Mr. and Mrs.Janes E. Hughes
will be marned for 50 years Nov.
20 years ago
Published in Rainey's Day column by Rainey Apperson are a
story and picture of Mary. Ann
Littleton living and working in Sierra Leone, West Afnca. She
is a
graduate of the University of California at Santa Cruz and daughter of Mary Jane Littleton and
Joe Baker Littleton of Murray
Births reported include a girl
to Beth and Allen Stagg and a
girl to Laura and Joseph Hawkins,
Oct. 24: a boy to Sheila and Waymon Vinson, a boy to Jean and
Liemin Zhai, a girl to Karen and
James Andrus and a girl to Treasa
and Steven Bennett, Oct. 35.
Murray. High School Tigers lost
5-0 to Marshall Marshals in finals
of the Second District Soccer Tourmunent.
30 years ago
Haunted Forrest and Kappa
Carnival, sponsored by MurrayCalloway County Jaycees and

Kappa Department of Murray.
Woman's Club. will start tonight
at the fairgrounds for tIvee nights.
Murray. State University Racers won 24-7 over Eastern Kentucky in the homecoming football
game. JoAnn Toms, tumor from
Hopkinsville, was crowned as
homecoming queen_
Homecoming was held at First

Today In Milton
By The Associated Press
Today is Thursday. Oct. 29,

In 1611S. Sir Walter Raleigh,
the English courtier. militiu-y adven-

School Tiger
Marching Band received a superior rating in Class B competition at First DiStrCit MUSIC Festival at Murray. State University.
Phil Shelton is director of the

band.
William B (Bill) Heise. son
()I Mr and Mrs Paul R. Heise.
has enlisted in the United States
Air Force He voll spend six weeks
of
basic trairung at Lack-

DEAR ABBY: On Aug 10
you printed a letter from an
aunt who was upset because her
sister. the mother (9 a child
with autistn. doesn't have time
to join in fundraising with her
and the rest of the family While
I commend the writer and her
family
for

g
money
for
autism
raisin

research, that
land Air Force BaSe, Texas
woman
Cheryl Brovaa junior at Murneeds to cut
ray State Univeriity, skas elecled
as sweetheart of Alpha Mu Omega
her
sister
fraternity..
some slack.
SO years ago
Very few
Calloway' County. Association
parents
of Childhood Education heard
(thank goodBobbie McCarter, Murray. State
ness
for
By
College teacher, speak about "The
Abigail
them.
Three and Four Olds" at a meetVan Buren
though) have
ing held at Murray College High
the emotional energy. not to
School Representatives of Faxon,
mention time. to advocate for
New Concord. Hazel, Austin.
their child's special needs. I
Carter, College High and Kindergarten of Murray
commend you (or giving the
Receni births reported at Murwnter of that letter the imsw.er
ray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
you did. I would challenge anyand Mrs. Chester Thomas. a boy
one who thinks he or she could
to Mr. and Mrs.Floyd McClure, a
'handle it" to walk a mile in
boy to Mr. and Mrs. G. Neal
our shoes. Our entire lives cenYork, a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
ter around our children and their
Wayne Slattingly. a girl to Mr.
doctors' appointments, therapy,
and Mrs Hugh Roberts and a girl
special schooling, adaptive equipto Mr. and Mrs. Robert Payne.
ment. etc. The last thing we
60 years ago
The Murray ROtary Club will
need to hear is some self-rtghthonor the Gold Star Mothers of
eous know-tt-all putting us down
Calloway. County on NOV,. 8 at
for something we were hand6.30 p.m. with a special dinner
picked by God to do.
SPEand program. This includes all
CIAL-NEEDS
MOM
IN
mothers who have lost loved ones
ALABAMA
in service by death
DEAR MOM: I heard from
Murray High School Seniors
the parents of many special-needs
will sponsor a Halloween Carnichildren who echoed your senval at the Growers Loose Leaf
timents. And you're right -- it
Floor on Oct. 31.
In high school basketball garrses,
does take a very special parent
Fairmington won over Hazel 42not to crack under the stress.
41, Lynn Grove won over FulRead on:
gham 49-38 and Kirksey won over
DEAR ABBY: I am the mothNew Concord 42 41.
er of two boys with special
needs who are around his age,
and I can assure you, that woman

Dear Abby

anti-nuclear protesters tried but
failed to shut down the Ncw York

turer and poet, was executed in
London.
In 1901. President William
McKinley's assassin, Leon Czolgosz, was electrocuted.
In 1923. the Republic of TUItey
was proclaimed.
In 1940. Secretary of War Henry
L. Stimson drew the first number
— 158 — in the lottery for Allierica's first peacetime military draft.
In 1956. dunng the Suez Canal
crisis, Israel invaded Egypt's Sinai

EI L_ 1-11

40 years age
Murray High

Perunsula -The Huntley-Bnnkley
Report" premiered as NBC's nightly TV newscast
In 1966, the National Organization for Women was fornially
organized during a conference in
Washington, D C
In 1967, Expo 67 in Montreal closed after six months
In 1979. on the 50th anniversary of the great stock nutrket crash.

the 302nd day of 2009. There are
63 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Oct. 29, 1929 — known
as "Black Tuesday" — Wall Street
crashed. heralding the beginning
of the Great Depression.
On this date]

13 A Ei

Baptist Church, Murray. on Oct.
2K with Res
RH
Jr
as speaker

Stock Exchange
In IQ94. gunman Francisco
Martin Duran fired more than two

dozen shots from a senuautornatic nfle at the White House (Duran
was later convicted of trying to
assassinate President Bill Clinton
and was sentenced to 40 years in
prison)
In 1998. Sen John Glenn. at
age 77, roared back into space
aboard the shuttle Discovery,

retracing the trail he'd blazed for
Amenc6's astronauts 36 years earlier.
Ten years ago: A panel of
European Union scientists ruled
that British beef was safe for
export. rejecting French scientific
arguments to continue a ban
because of fears of mad cow dis-

ease Some 3,000 people attended a memonal service in Orlando. Fla.. for golfer Payne Stewart. who was killed along with
five other people in the crash of
their Learjet.
Five years ago: Osamu bin
Laden. in a videotaped statement.
directly adnutted for the first time
that he'd ordered the Sept. Ilth

attacks and told America "the best
way to avoid another Manhattan"
was to stop threatening Musltms'
security'. Palestinian leader `fusser
Arafat was flown to Pans for
medical treatment.

Murray Ledger & rinses

Fabric causes skin rash

is already "set, insolsed - in 4
way her sister ciutnot even begin
to imagine. It is a labor of love
that requires intense attention to
,heir every action and putenual
need.
Perhaps •Raising Money'
should spend an entire day being
the primary caregiver for her
nephew while trying to complete household responsibilities
or work. I carmot tell you thc
number of times I have cried
in my car out of sheer fatigue
I now carry tissue in the glove
box).
The most charitable thing this
aunt could do is to show up
on her sister's doorstep with dinner, an offer to do the laundry,
and it long. comforting hug --

CINDY IN AUSTIN, TEXAS
DEAR ABBY: No one fully
understands what a parent with
a child with a disability goes
through from day one. First there
is the emotional aspect. We
gneve. It's not the kind of grieving you do after a death. This
is grieving that never ends. It
cycles over and over. If you're
not crying. you're angry. Some
days you can accept and breathe;
other days you just can't. Anything can set you back, and suddenly you're sobbing again.
Not only is there the dayto-day caring for the child -- feeding. dressing, hygiene. to name
a few -- but also phone calls,
meetings, doctor visits. therapies. When the kids are little.
many of these things aren't too
bad. But as they get older, larger, stronger, it breaks the cioegiver's body and spirit.
There is also the problem of
not being able to get needed
services. In many states, once
children are out of the school
system and on the waiting list
for adult services, they sit imd
languish at home with NO services until they qualify for accommodations. In some states that
can be many years. And there's
no portability of services between
states, so if you must relocate,
you go to the bottom of that
state's waiting list.
Living with that, we often
can't get or hold jobs. Day care
is a huge problem for us and
our kids. If that woman really
wants to help, she should offer
respite care and get involved
with the waiting list issue, which
is as important as research. -SONJA IN COLORADO

DEAR SONJA: In this time
of draconian cutbacks everywhere. I hope our politicians
will direct their thinking away
from divisive politics and being
re-elected to whin rnust be done
to help our most vulnerable citizens.
Dear Abby is written by
Abigail %an Buren, also known
as Jeanne Phillips, and was
founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips.

SiCta)

Ct./.1
BELia
weg our oF
PERTAL FLOSS

DEAR Dk.GOTT: You recently published a letter from someone scho mote ithOUI skin sash
I he

person

had

tried

various

creams. lotions and had been to
sei end deimatologists for treatment aid medication. with little
or no help
I am an i-yciu-old male About
20 years ago, I had this same

problem

My

wife auggested that I stop

wearing
lothes that
had polyester,
artSol

or

acrylic
began wearing (mly cot-

to-care-for, comtortable. sturdy

DEAR DR GOTT: I need A
hearing aid Ile rust is a big
factor I hese often wondered why
there Are never any used ones
uttered by the hearing-aid sellers There niust be nutty that
Lould
ntacle asanable ai a big
aavings In
Age of relatively
inexpensive electronics. hearing
aids hase not conic down in price
Could it he that the manufacturers have this under control'

wtvw.murr

WEEK •
SCOREE
Crittenden
Wilkey

DEAR READER: Hearing aids
have not come down in price
because each device is cuatom
made Every person's ear canal
is shaped differently. To ensure

Gtes Co
C oway C

proper fit and funetion, the hearing aid must be shaped to fit
Lonitortably yet snugly It a were
one hiLe fits all, many people would
hnd that the aids are too big Of

ton
underclothes,
shirts.
By
•wediers,
Dr. Peter Gott The
rash too small. causing discomfort sod
cleared
up dislodging
within weeks. and I have not had
It you have health insurance
it since. II 1 do wear a sweater and can show rnedica:
necessity,
and sit in a char covered with part, if not all, may be
covered,

Dr. Gott

polyester for any length of time.
I can feel the itching coming on
1 enjoy your column very much
and read it every morning I have

found nuiny helpful tidbits of
information and now sleep with
soap under niy sheets every night
to prevent my leg cramps
DEAR READER: This is yet
another cause of skin rash that is
commonly overlooked Most physicians think of detergents and soaps

but not the actual fabrics as being
skin imtants
Wool is a natural material that
is known for causing itchy skin
and rashes owing to ita coarse
nature Both polyester and acrylic
fabrics are synthetic and are rel-

atively smooth on the skin Cotton is both natural and easy on
the skin In fact. cotton has made
a huge comcba:k, as more and
more people are interested in

Trigg Co. a
Warren Egli

1 one Oak I
Heath

however, many insuninee companies will not cover the costs I
suggest you seek Oth X place that
will work with you to find an
affordable hearing aid and set up
a payment plan
DEAR DR. (;(/'ITY: Recently,
you printed a letter about using
niul hardener to remove moles. I
have many aeborrheic keratoaes
that itch, bleed and are extremely annoying. I have a skin check
every year
DEAR READER: The nailhardener remedy is beneficial for

Mayfield at
Caldwell CI

Rtland al
F on City
•
U
n Co. 1
H kIns Cc

the removal of skin tags I have
received only one letter stating
that it was used successfully to
remove moles. However, I have

B

ster Cc
ard Mei

Utile Co.
CktIstlan C

heard from several readers about
using mentholated chest rub to
remove a schorrheic keratosis.

Copyright 2009, Newspaper
Enterprise Assn.

Hkkinsvill
Campi

Contract Bridge
North dealer.
Neither side s Wilt:fable
NORTH
K .1 5
WAQ.19
•4
4kA J 7

WEST

EAST
•9 K 4
V6 3

•7 2
11K 8 5 2
111 10 7 5
•96 3

•A 96 2
•K 10 2
SOUTH

•A 1063
4,10 7 4
•K Q 3
45 4
The bidding.
North
I•

isonvill
ensbc

%hen the deal occurred, deciarer

East

South

Pass
Pas,

I•
2•

West

Pass
2V
Pass
4NI
Vass
S•
Vass
6
Opening lead Jack ol diamonds
In many deals. the proper use of
entries is the ley to bringing about a
successkil resolution. t niortunately,
it is not always easy to recogni2e at
the outset that an entrs. problem
exists. much less to figure out what
to dtt about it
Consider this ease sshere South is
in sis spades. 1 aNi takes the opening
diamond lead vitth the ace anti
returns a trump floss should South
proceed?

won the spade return ssith dummy's
jack, drew the remaining trumps with
the queen and ten, then led the ten of
hearts and finessed When the ten
held. a second heart
led to the
laek, but declarer now found himself
badly placed
If he cashed the see of hearts and
thc king did not fall, he would hase
to rely on a club finesse to get norne
safely A Roush% ely, it hi: led a spade
to the ace in order to repeat the heart
finesse, he could not make 12 tricks
no Mailer what he did thereafter In
practice. South cas1sed the ace of
hearts, but when the suit failed to
break and the club finesse idler lint,

Filoderson
Ofiensborc

tees Co
naborc

ean Co
o Co.

v.eni dovm one.

DecIsrer could have made the
slam by timing the play better The
approach he adopted depended on
West holding three or fewer hearts to
the king hut did not eater to Kot-x-x
in West's hand. [his holding —
about a one-in-lour possibility — is
far too significant to ignore
South should therefore win the
first spade I 11 his hand %soh the ten,
finesse the ten of hearts and repeat
the finesse. Ihe K-A of spades are
then cashed. drawing the nussing
trUnips. and a third hean finesse is
taken. Atter discarding
tib on thc

ace ot beans, declarer can claim the
remainder, rutting his losing diamond with dummy's last trump.
Tomorrow: Opening lead quiz

B

I

nberi
kinrids

Logan Co.
Russellville

2009 D
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Crosswords
ee I

Et t_ CI1 NI ID I E._kii)
litAtiL.ENE 134t1(57'Ei'S
NOT ANSWERING alS

NONE/ IS I4E
ias

YES,
r

'11

\

DIT)4E25, "
04E'S VESEer-Y
SITTING IN 45 r
Ceuta )

IMOZ1213=2111111111M111•111111•11111MilMI
I THINK
THEY CAN
CANCeL THE
CATERER

ACROSS
1 Dove's shelter
5 Milne bear
9 Coast Guard
alert
12 Persuade
13 Online auction
14 Antlered animal
15 Ocean liner
16 Overrun with
17 Flower adornment
18 Simian
20 Drip-dry fabric
22 Levels off
25 Thin nail
27 Apply gold leaf
28 Moo goo — pan
29 Turn state's evidence
33 Caviar. actually
34 Extend
35 Once called
36 Quartz grains
38
to the West
Wind"
39 Pesky bug
40 Casua ly

42 Auditions
43 Doge stopper
46 Agents take
47 Pilot's dir.
48 Strauss
of denim fame
51 Rushes past
55 Police-blotter
info
56 Admiral's tail
57 McClurg or
Falco
58 Butler square
59 Sudden urges
60 Track event
DOWN
1 Shot meas
2 Gasp of delight
3 Ice skater
— Babilonia
4 Dilate
5 Mademoiselle s
father
6 Teahouse attire
/ Bumbler
8 Satan sight
9 Ccrivince

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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10 Dairy-case
buy
11 Iniure a knee
19 Writer's afterthought
21 Fabric meas

3 4 El' A lis
iii
in
is ma nom

iir 1....,„,,,„,,,„

PEANUTS0(4)

33

6000 MORNING WE'RE
i4ERE TO TELL YOu ASOUT
THE ''6REAT PUMPKIN

%JAL
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t
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WREN INV( WON'T LISTEN WE 08E‘f
DUSTY
TNE EilauCAL INJUNCTION WE 544AXE! CR055THE OUST FROM OUR 940E5, ANO I TRAIN ERS
60 TO Ti4E NEXT HOUSE

s
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P
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iii
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,1
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22 Freud's
concerns
23 "— Zapata'
24 Joie de vivre
25 No-goodnik
26 Catch a wave
28 Liverpool poky
30 Travel stops
31 Uncluttered
32 Obtains
37 Put down
slangily
39 Codger
41 Tneater sound
system
42 "Tao - Ching"
43 Vault
44 "Puppy Love
composer
45 Chair or bench
46 Hollow fruits
49 Before
50 French wine
52 Snake River
loc
53 Photo
54 Realize
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SCOREBOARD

COLLEGE HIMPS

ROUNDUP
•

1111

Crlittenden Co. at
Migray

Flt

To Be
Tied

Perfect 10?

G4ves Co. at
Calloway Co.
VS
Trigg Co. at
Warren East

RACERS,
EA(;LES SHARE
T()P SPOT IN
PRESEAS()N

Lone Oak at
Heath
Mayfield at
Caldwell Co.
land at
on City

OTT: Recently,
er about using
:move moles. I
rheic keratoses
Id AFC extremee a skin check
ER: The nails beneficial for
in tags I have
letter stating
successfully to
'wryer, I have
I readers about
I chest rub to
lc keratosis
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cwiable. sturdy

Staff, OVC Newts
The

The Racers share the top
honor with Morehead State after
e
v,
a)4
cehs. received

It inarks the 13th time in the
last 21 years that Murray State

Btle Co. at
C Wien Co.

has been picked the preseason
favorite and second year in 4
row.
MSU has finished second in
the OVC regular season in each
of the three seasons under head
coach Billy Kennedy Last Sea-

Isonville-N. Hop.
ensboro Apollo

son

RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times

less Co. at
nsboro Catholic

Murray running back Brandon Wicks crosses the goal line In the Tigers' win over Heath last week. Wicks surpassed
the 1,000-yard milestone in the victory and wlil attempt to help Murray secure a perfect season thls week.

TIGERS IN SEARCH OF PERFECTION IN CROSS-CLASS BATTLE OF STATE-RANKED SQUADS
By TOMMY 01114RD

ean Co. at
o Co.

LOgan Co. at
Russellville

novena Stadium
WNW
TV MES Oh 15
Redo ArN1113. 1340 AM
Records, Murray 9-0 (4-0 1-2A)
Cotters:ten Co 8-1 (3-1. I -1A)
Last meeting: Murray del CrMenden
Co 27-12 in Murray (Class A stale
playoffs 2003)
CUSS 2A Playoffs
Friday, Nov. 8
Caldwell Co (3-6) al F I CarnpDell (9-0)
Heath 14-5) at Hancock Co (8-31
Owenstoto Ceti (3-6) al Ingo Co (5-4)
Todd Co Central (0-10) at Murray (9-01

Holland Surdium Fnday
Fittli and media have been
dreaming of 10-0 since after the
Tigers'

upset
victory.
over
Madisonville-North
Hopkins

2009 DISTRICT
STANDINGS
()Ass 1A, DIsnucr 1
4-0
3-1
2-2
1-3

9-0
8-1
2-7
2-7

0-4

(3-10

Co
Mckaan Co
Pa4 Tilghman
Wellster Co
UT1

3-0
2-1
1-2
0-3

8-3
4-5
4-6
0-9

CLASS 4A, Drs'rRicr 1
Lone Oak
2-0
9-0
Hopkins Cent 1-1
4-5
Caljpway Co 0-2
3-6

s 4A, DIS'TRICT 2
co.-Scot. 4-0 9-0
klin-Simp
Lo n Co.

3-1
2-2

7-2
4-5

RuSsell Co

1-3

4-5

Warren

0-4

1-8

Fr

East

CLASS
n

Crittenden Co. at Murray
wk.., 7 30 p

waiting,

they line up against Cnttenden
County on Senior Night at Ty

5A, DisTRici 1

Christian Co.

4-0

Owensboro
Mad N Hop.
Hopkinsville
Ohio Co.

3-1
2-2
1-3
0-4

CLASS

6A, DISTRICT' 1

Co. 5-0
Co.
4-1
O'boro Apollo 3-2
Mutilenberg Co.2-3
Dadless Co
1-4
Marshall Co. 0-5
Henderson

Graves

6-3
7-2
5-4
3-6
0-9

7-2
6-3
5-4
2-7
3-8
1-9

TEAM PAGES
DEVON SMTIIII
BOY FOR VERSATILTTY

high playoff hopes.

- SEE 6C

What no one would have predicted was that it would pit two
squads ranked in the top six

SENIOR NIGHT WILL
BE MORE MEANINGFUL THAN MOST
- SEE

2C

Tigers set during the summer.
But Duncan isn't the type to
overlook any opponent He's

"We set a lot ot goals and that
was one of diem,- he said. "So

been the age-old nurture — one
51111C At MC.

been
around
football long
enough to know the ball doesn't
always bounce the way you

it's good to see Us with a chance
to fulfill that goal. We talked first
about having a perfect practice.

think it will.

and

But this week, he isn't afraid
to show some excitement over

fect season, and, boy, that would

'The subject of a perfect season hasn't exactly

been a

tatxxi

subject. In fact, it was a goal the

When Murray's schedule was
unvederi back in the sprtn.g, the

resaiaLleaeun finale figured to
be Sainebetween Warm( with

• AUSTIN HARGROVE'S

we haven't herd then, but
we've got a cheuice on this per-

The Racers have won all
OVC all-time best 20 league
cheunpirmriships, the last coming
in 2
M
niu)6
rtay State and Morehead
State each totaled 154 points
and were followed next by third
place

Austin

Peay

with

114

points.

be great."

MERRAVS POSTER

back on Aug. 22.
But for second-year coach
Steve Duncan and his troops. it's

the suite in their respective cla.sses against one another.
The Tigers held steady at No.
4 in this week's Clabli 2A
Associated Press poll while
C'nuenden fell to No. 6 in Class
IA after having their bid for 4
perfect season fall short against
No. 1 Mayfield last week.
Still, the matchup pits two of
western Kentucky's most successful clubs and two of its more
surpnsing.

•See TIGERS IC

Eastern Illinois WAS picked
tourth (105 points) and followed
by

E.astern
Jacksonville

Kentucky

(931,
(i46),

State

Tennessee Tech (76), UT Martin
(551, Tennessee State t441 and
Southeast Missoun State (19).
Murray State senior Danero
Thomas, from New. Orleans, La.
,
selected to the All-OVC
Preseason Team along with junior biacc Miles of Kansas City,
Mo., and Ivan Aska of Ft.
Lauderdale , Fla. All three were
named to the All-OVC
sCaSOH
Will named the
league's freshman of the year.
Thomas was a second-team
All-t)VC pick a year ago after
averaging 12.5 points and 4.3
rebounds
contest. ?vides made
league history by recording just
the ninth triple-double in OVC
history against Li Martin in
Februiuy; Mile* hail 13 points,
10 rebounds and I I assists in the
Racer victory. Aska took home
the hardware as()VC Freshman
of the Year after averaging 10.3
points and 5.8 rebounds per
ganie and connecting on 52.7
percent of his field
goal
attempts, fifth hest in the league.

Lakers hope o shock the world'

The

All-OVC

Men's

Basketball

team is headlined by Morehead
junior center Kenneth

State

Ferried. Ferried is coiling off a
where he was named

season

()V(' Defensive Player of the
Year and ()VC Tournament
MVP.
Flirted notched the seconddouble -doubles in the
country last season 1251 while
finishing third nationally in

ay Mem DRUMM

most

Sports Wnter
There's a phrase being thrown around the
Calloway County fieldhouse these days, and
it's designe31 to help the Lakers refocus after

rebounding

(13.0/game) He
Was named OVC Tournament
MVP after several big plays

a

crucial district loss to Hopkins County
Central last week.

down the stretch of the title
game. including a key alley-oop
dunk and
big blocked shot.

After falling in short in what coach Josh
McKee' termed a 'one-game season,'
Calloway is now destined for a tirst-round
playoff date at Franklin-Simpson, ranked
No. II in Class 4A.

Basketball
Preseason Poli

OVC MIMI
'
S

()n paper, it isn't a good matchup But it
anyone knows the value of paper, it's this
bunch

Team (First-place votes)
3
1 A
M
aluffustr
orehea
dS
v tate
ayetwise
00
(9
))
4 Eseem Minors i I I
5 Eastern Kentucky
6 Jacksonville Slate
Tennostalte Tech
8 UT Martin
9 Tennessee Suite
10 Southeast Missouri

S•e LAKER', 3C

Friday
Graves Co. at Calloway Co.
When 7 30 p m
Where: Jack D Rose Stadium
Nedlo: WAA) ea 7 FM
Nedorde: CrOloway Co 3-6 (0 2 I 4A) Graves Co
6.3 (4.1 1-6A)
Last meeting: Calloway Co del Graves Co 55 28 in
Mayfield (2oce,

Class 4A Playoffs
Friday, Nov 6
Calloway Co (3-61 al Fraradin-simpoon (7-2)
Logan Co (4-5) at Hopkins Co Central (4-5I
Rueaoll Co (4-5) at Lone Oek (9-01
Allen C,o Soonsville le 0) gels a bye

2009-10

Preseason

CALLOWAY LOOKS TO PICK
UP FIECES AFTER CRUCIAL
DISTRICT LOSS

s 3A, DIsTRIcr 1

9"

of

There isn't any doubt about it,
the Tigers will be playing for an
undefeated regular season when

CLASS 2A, Disnua 2
FbrtCampbell 3-0
9-0
Hancock Co. 2-1
6-3
Ceboro Cath. 1-2
3-6
Tiidd Co. Cent. 0-3 0-10

u

weeks

Muna,y's coaches and players
ean finally talk about it without
the qualifying ifs, ands or buts.

CLASS 2A, DISTRICT 1
Murray
4-0
9-0
TAgg Co.
3-1
5-4
Heath
2-2
4-5
Caldwell Co.
1-3
3-6
Reilland
0-4
3-6

ky
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Hopkins County Central quarterback Jessie Almon Is pushed back
by s host
of Calloway defenders last Friday Almon and the Storm ultimately
got the last
laugh, leaving Calloway to attempt to rebound against
Graves County

1/0111*
154
134
114
105
93
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76
55
44

2009 Prwasoo Aii-OVC Teem
Kenneth Faried'
MoSU
Ivan ASke
MStl
Wes Channels
APSLI
Darius Cox
TSU
Tyler Laser
E
Roman Mamri
isara Miles
MSU
Mace Staliworth
MuSU
Justin Stommes
EAU
Danero Thomas
MSU
'
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LAKER SENIOR NIGHT 2009: GRAVES CO. AT CALLOWAY CO.
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Hargrove's return gives Calloway boost
E
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SENIOR PLANMAKER'S QUICK RECOVERY HAS HIN1 BACK ON THE FIELD FOR SENI

arly
last
week, Austin
Hargrove
saw his senior season
flash in front of eyes.
Diagnosed with a serious staph infection
and put under the
knife Tuesday, the
Calloway
County
senior's chances of
playing again were in
serious doubt.
Hut anyone who knew
Hargrove knew that if there was
4 way to recover, the feisty but
uoJersized defensive back
would find it
Sure enough, his recovery
went well, he was released from
the hospital Friday and
expected to play when the
takers battle Graves County on
Friday
Ai one of Calloway's top
playmakers on both defense and
offense. his return comes not 4
moment too soon Mr coach Josh
McKeel.
"It's big because of what he
brings to practice and games,
the enthusiasm and excitement
he hnngs to the table," McKeel
said.
"Hut it's even bigger from a
standpoint that we were hoping
his career wasn't over. Heti
going to get to play again, going
to get to be out there with his
teanunates again
Hargrove earned a reputation
as one of the Ulcers' top playmakers early in his junior Witson. He lifted Calloway to an
opening-game victory over
Murray after forcing and recovering a fumble, then catching
the go-ahead touchdown pass
He saved the day again as the
Lakers clinched the distnct tole
at Hopkins C'ounty Central,
intercepting 4 pass that set his

OR NIGH"I

team up tor a
game-winning
touchdown
drive.
For
his
efforts, he was
named to the
Louisville
Courier Journal's allstate honorable mention team.
"Last year, he really came
into his own on the defensive
side of the hall," McKee' said.
"He's one of those you love to
coach because of his mentality.
"He makes it fun and he has
a little bit of a joking side to
him, but he also loves the physical part of the game arid oinking plays."
Hiugrove began his senior
season as the feature nintung
hack in 1),rrell Willis' absence
and posted his first 100-yard
game in Calloway's week zero
loss to Caldwell County.
After Willis' return, his
offensive role diminiahed, but
he has remained a defensive
stalwart.
"We could emphasize him
more offensively," McKeel
said. "Hut I think we can utilize
him better on defense."
The Ledger & Times gat
down with the two-sport football and baseball star to discuss
the near-end of his high school
football care-er and his tentn's
attempt to lialVage disappoint- Callowa
TOMMY DILLARD Ledger & Times
y County's Austin Hargrove prepares to stIff-arm Heath
defender Trs Tharp during the Laker(' 18-14
ing season.
Homecoming victory back in September. Hargrove returns
for Senior Night this week after missing one game due
MLT: W hut Wilb going
to
through your mind, knowing an injury originally thought to b• much more severs.
you might have your Iasi down used the phrase, 'shock
the did a skit making fun of the against
Franklin-Simpson
as a high school football player? world'.
coaches and how awful camp is. Their outside linebacker cut
AH: I was scared. I didn't
MLT: Is the chance to sur- It was me, Ryan Kelly and across
We were hopthe field and was about to
want it to be over because we prise some people, the chance to
Hunter Seay and it Walk hilari- hit Tyrrell and I caught him at
still have things tc accomplish.
ing
his career
play spoiler, motRating in its ous.
the last second and knocked hini
MIT: With so much empha- own right')
MIT: Some of your coaches down. Another WAS on Tyrrell's wasn't over. He's
Sib placed on last week's game,
Ail: It could he Nobody C411 bC 4 little intimidating. How run
against Muhlenherg. Tyrrell going to toe out
what is the mental suite of this thinks we're going to win and
there
did that go over'?
juiced a guy and as soon as he
team nght now.
they'll probably take ut
AH: They joke around with turned around, I caught him with his team- •y
AH: We just have to work joke Hopefully by the time they us
lot, NO
Willi good. Hut
underneath the chin.
that much harder and not look realize we're not 4 JOI(C. will
mates again. /
Coach McKee! does scare the
MLT: Interesting that both
back. Honestly, if we come out be too late.
Liao out of me, though.
of your tavonte plays were
and play like we think we can
— Josh McKeel
MLT:Do you have a favorite
MI:I; Do
I1AVC 4 Il1VOWIle
La.
Friday, we really feel like we're memory of your football l410C11 onCC14$ coach Oft the return
the-1 icId moment'?
AH: I enjoy blocking. perion the edge of turning this Wit- so fitr'?
AH: Fiobably one of the od. It's my favorite thing to do.
of senior Austin Harvove
lion around. Coach McKee! has
AH: This year at camp, we 11111 Tyrrell had last year
-- Tommy Dillard
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UK HOOPS ROUNDUP

Wall shines as status remains unclear

LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) —
John Wall took off on two feet,
pulled his left arm hetund his head
and threw ClOWD d tOtTLAillaWk
dunk. Moments later, the
Kentucky freshman point guard
look an inbound.% pass and beat
. everybody down the flocs for a
48YuP
Wall hopes lus 25-poust performance in Kentucky s annual
Plue-Wfutt game on Wednesday
is a sneak preview of what's to

;HT

HC sull has no aka when the
mai show will begtn
Wall's status !manta up in the
air two weelss before Kentucky's
4eason-opener agiunst Morehead
- fiats a.s the NCAA invesugales
the relationship between Wall and
Linen Clifton, hia former AAU

7

Ledger

Times

Lakere' 18-14
game due to

were hopcareer
r. He's
out there

9

al with a lot of kids"
Asked to clartry his answer.
Cahpan bristled for a moment
"There's all kinds of different
levels of clearance and like 1 saal,
there's 10-15 kids gomg through

the same thing." he said. "Let's
talk about the scnnunage."
Wall and the rest of the new look Wildcats gave their coach
plenty of ttekter Wall delivered a
handful of highlight reel piays.

CIASsIT1Ale

- Josh PAcKeel
on the return
!din Hargrove

From Page 1C
Murray entered the season a
favorite in its distnct despite
having to replace a talented senior class and facing a grueling
two-game stretch to open the
SCS.5011.

on the ground, carrying for an
average of 90-plus yards per
giune.
llse Rockets boast an offensive line that compares favorably
to Mumay's in size, and Duncan
says they are athletic as well
One out, another In
Perhaps nothing speaks to the
Tigers' depth at the running back
position better than Shickill
Davis' 98-yard performance at
Heath last week.
With second-leading rusher
Matt Deese out with a hand
injure, Davis picked up the slack
faultlessly-, averaging 4.5 yards
per carry and sconng a touchdown.
'The Tigers now have six
players with 100 or more rushing
yards to their niunes this season
and Duncan says he hasn't had
any issues with players warning
more playing time.
"We're blessed with A kit of
depth at that position," Duncan
said. "(Davis) has always had
that capability. He's coming into
his own nght now."
Davis will be called upon
again this week as the second
option to 1,000-yard rusher
Brandon Wicics as Deese will
miss his second straight game.
Tiger fans can expect Deese
back for next week's first-round
playoff matchup against Todd
County
Central,
however.
Duncan said the 230-pound back
has been cleared to practice
beginning Monday.

mmimmilame

Dellesrey
Opparients

30
15

SO 20 26 - 136
04 74 86 241

fewer points (99) this season
than any other 6A school,
including Louisville powers St.
Xavier and Tnnity.
"The thing that really stands
out is their defense." McKee!
said. "They do their jobs.
They're disciplined and they're
playing team defense."
That doesn't bode well for a
Calloway offense still struggling
to produce. McKee! stayed in
his traditional spread look for
the entire game last week. but
the Lakers managed just 14
points.
They did make several big
plays, however, such as TYrrell
Willis' 46-yard touchdown pass
and Josh Friedrich's 59-yard
sconng run, but Calloway struggled to sustain dnves, causing
the defense to wear down late
against the Storm's rushing
attack
McKee! will likely stick with
the spread this week and attempt
to do a better job of getting the
ball in the hands of his playmakers, Willis and Hargrove.
"I like the fact that the spread
gives us the chance to score on
arty play," McKeel said. ''But I
didn't like the disproportionate
number of plays nut. We've just
got to get more production."
Graves will likely be hungry:
to avenge last year's 55-28 loss
to Calloway in the regular season finale in Mayfield.
The Eagle rushing attack is

1

, T.' -

MIMI
117 SO 54 68 — 319
Opponents 14 32 0 32 — 7$
TIAN STATSITICS
NHS
OPP
First Downs
136
1111
Rushes-Yards 366-2676 278-996
Pusan Yards
392
6112
Comp- An,Int
7.36-2 63-168-7
Total Vanes
sow
1678
Fumbles-Lost
1141
29-16
Perietres-Yarch 64-504
37-282
berecurk Swim*
NIA1010 — WOCKS 1 25- 11 3 1 7TD M
INNIS* 86-790 9TD Duncan 34.181
TD, Dans 39-167 2TD Suck 25-140
3TD D Fields 22-130 TD LfirouS 5
51. 13 Fields 6-25 Heskett 5-23 TD
Mellen 3-21 TT) K Dome 10-18 TD
Kamen 1-3, Skinner 1-1 Smith 1-0,
WIllams 3-(-5) TD
Panes — K Deem 10-17-2 274 4TD,
Duncan 6-16-0 63 3TD M DONN 1.1° 55 TD
Racemes — Langford 9-269 8TD,
Smith 4-81 2TD. Wicks 2-32 M
Deem 2-10

innzed themselves a.s the No. I
team in Class A in a somewhat
surpnsing 42-7 romp in Marion.
nonetheless.
Mayfield seized control ot
momentum from the stan,
returning a punt for a touchdown
the first time they touched the
ball.
As for Murray, Duncan says
his team won't be judging
Crittenden on last week's performance
"I think they are better than
that. and I think Mayfield played
one of the best games they've
played all year long," he sald.
"They just kind of jumped on
them. and I think it was that
more than anything else.
Cnttenden has a lot of talent, but
they shot themselves in the
foot."

..tberger
0111

led
by sophomore Zach
Crawford. who has carried for
895 yards this season with an
average of 9.6 yards per touch.
Graves also has three additional
100-plus yard rushers.
When the Eagles do go to the
air, they have success under
sophomore quanerback Jake
Clapp. who has completed 78
percent of his passes for 374
yards.
On the DL...

'There's good news and bad
news for the Lakers on the
injury front this week.
In addition to Hargrove's
return, Calloway is also looking
healthier on the offensive line.
though center Caleb Young, who
suffered a concussion in the
fight at Fulton County, won't
see the field again this season.
Senior
Nick
Calhoon
returned to the lineup against
Hopkins Central at center and
Calloway's four senior linemen
played together for the first time
since August.
The bad news is that
Friedrich injured his ankle in a
junior varsity game this week
and is questionable for Friday
along with junior Gabriel
Martin, who has been a consistent lone at linebacker.
Future star?

Despite Fnedrich's questionable status for this week's game.
McKeel was high on the speedy
sophomore after he burst

through the line and outran
defenders for a touchdown that
put Callny:ay hack in last
Fnday's game.
"Only being a sophomore,
he's a bright spot," McKee! said.
"He can fly. He's been playing
free safety for us for several
weeks now but really hadn't had
an opportunity to carry the ball
until last week. He's definitely
going to be a force for us in the
future."
Fnedrich finished that game
with 73 yards on six carries.
Picking up the pieces

While acknowledging his
team's season has steered far off
course, McKeel hasn't given up
hope yct.
But the sense of urgency is
perhaps even greater this week.
Asked to measure the importance of leaving Friday's game
with some rneasure of positive
feeling going into the playoffs,
McKeel responded that wouldn't be enough.
"Obviously we have an
extremely tough opponent, but
wc need a victory," he said. "We
have to get the monkey off our
back and build some momentum.
-We said last week was the
biggest game of the year, well
now this one is. If we hope to
build things and star executing,
this would be the week to start
doing those things."

Murray & Hazel Lions Clubs

c
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$
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TY and Radio Auction

October 26th, 27th, 28th & 29th
6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. Each Night

Postoseson Biresasen
Ai A Gtence
fly The Associated Press
Alt Times CDT
WORLD SERIES
PHILADELPHIA 1, NEW YORK 0
Wednesday, Oct 2S
Philadelphia 6 New York 1
Thursday, Oct. 29
Posadispoia 11.1dr:if-wiz 5-11 at New York
(Burnell 13-9) 6 57 p m
Saturday, OcL 31
New York (Peddle 14-81 at Philadelphia
(Names 10-11i 6 57 p m
Sunday, Nov. 1
Nevi York at ishateasiehia 7 20 p m
Monday, Nov. 2
x-Nev• York at Phiscleichia. 6 57 p rn
Wednesday, Nov. 4
a-Philadelphia at Nee Yoto 6 57 p m
Thum:ley, Nov. 5
i.Philadelphia at New York. 6 57 p m
LO Wraethru 0374
USA ToctaytESPN Top 25 PritSeason
Poe
The top 25 teams in the USA fort,yESPN men s college paskeroaii presea
son poll with first-piece votes in paren•
theses. 2006-09 records. points based
on 25 points for a first-piece ,ote
through one pare for a 25Mpiace vote
and twiai 2008-09 ranking
Rican! Pts
1 Kansas 12'1 27.8
770
10
2 Mchigan State (3)31-7732
2

3 Texas
23- 12 676
4 No1111 Carolina 11134-4653
5 Kentucky
22• 14
635
6 Villanova
30-8 620
7 Purdue
27.10
586
8 Duke
528
30-7
9 West Virgnia23-12 501
10 Butier
26-6
408
it Tennessee 21.13 406
12 Calrfornia 22-11
370
13 Washington 26-9
364
14 Connecticut 31-5
361
15 Michigan
21-10
279
16 Oklahoma
30-6
244
1 7 Oho State 22-11
241
1Ei Minnesota 22-11
151
19 Mississippi St 23-13 149
20 Georgia Tech 1 2- 19 136
21 Georgetown 16-15
134
22 Dayton
27-8
130
23 Louisville
31-6
123
24 Clemson
23-9
il4
25 Syracuse 28.10
111

.
•,
,:

Radio
WNBS 1340
Television
MES Channel 13
NewWave Channel 13
Mediacom Channel 298
Lions Web site: MurrayLions.com
Phone: 761-6000
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11

16
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Others receiving votes Maryland 100,
Illinois 83. Siena 72 UCLA 59
Vanderbilt 38 Oklahoma State ?a
Mrssourt 28, Xavier 25. Gonzaga 24
Notre Dame 22 Southern California 22
Palsburgh 19 Tulsa 17 Bngriam Young
16 Kansas State 16 Florida State tS
FlotKla 13 Wake Forest 13 San Diego
Stale 8 Creighton 7 Boston Collage 4..
Te.as A,SM 4 Cornell 3 MerriphiS 3,
Mississippi 3 Southern Illinois 3. Utah
Slate 3 UNLV 2 Northam Iowa 1 South
Caroena
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Arrests made in stabbing
of UConn football player
Ilie Ariactiated Press

VERNON, Conn. (Ant —
Prosecutors said several witnesses identified the man charged
with fatally stabbing a University
of C'onnecticut football player as
the petpetrator
Two people arrested in the
stabbing. 21 -year-old John
William Lomax III and *!0-yearold Hakim Muhammad, were
arraigned in Rockville Superior
Court. L,omax is charged with
murder, while Muhammad is
charged with conspiracy to commit assault. Both are from
Bloomfield.
Prosecutors said both men
went back to Lomax's car after
an argument early Oct. 18 outside a university-sanctioned
dance and came back with
knives.
Lontax's attorney. denies that
his client stabbed 20-year-old
Jasper Howard. Howard, onginally of Miami, died from a single wound to the abdomen.
PAO BASKETBALL

MIAMI tAP) -- Tim
Hardaway bearned as he watched
his No. I() jersey raised to the
rafters by the Miami Heat, never
to be worn again.
With about 50 family and
friends looking on, including the
other two pans of the farned
"Run TMC" trio — Mitch
Richmond and Chns Mullin -that he first captured NBA

acclaim with. Hardaway's oversized jersey was hoisted skyward
before Miami opened its season
against the New York Knick.s.
Hardaway is still the Heat
career leader in 3-point field
goals and a.ssists, ranks fifth in
points and steals, and is 10th. in
regular-season games playest.
Before he came to Miami.
only three other players had wori-,
No. 10: Kelvin Upshaw.
Wheekr and Manute Bo!. No
one had since Hardaway left the
Heat in 2001.
OLYMPICS

RIO DE JANEIRO (AP) -Brazil President Luiz [mei° Lula
da Silva says Rio de Janeiro
capabie of hosting a safe• 201-6
Olympics and the city will shos%
it deserved to win the games.
At the launch of a gym arid
cultural center inside a city slum.
Silva said Rio will be ready for
the Olympics despite a recent
wave of violence that has killed
more than 40 people, mostly
gang members, after a police helicopter was downed Oct. 17.
While Spain. the United
States and Japan hosted previous
Olympics, Rio will stage the firNt
games in South Amenca. Safety
was always a concem related to
Rio's bid, but the city was -Still
able to beat its opponents- hi:an
International
Conunittee vote on Oct. 2,:-;•
..
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NEW M_ENU
Great Cajun Food, Fresh Seafood, New Orleans
SW's
..
Favorites, & Still the same Keg Favorites!
Fresh Shrimp, Frebh Gulf Coast Oysters,

PO' 5oir..1 .
Blackened Fish, Steaks & Chicken

Costume Party This Saturday
Kemocieled uame Room & New Private Room with 6;41
Screen HD TV and Surround Sound!
Call For Reservation*

.
Great for Game Day Parties, Birthdays, Lunch
Meetingse.:.
anniversaries, Chnstmae Fart • •
• ,3 night out with fride74;
'at
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1009
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11U1111111411 - - Willis 107 529 7TD,
Hargrove 32 1119 TD Treadway MS
• 144 Fnedrich 7-77 TO. Sisay
Heppe 1-2 Starks 1-0. Greer 53-1-30).
P411111111 -- Greer 55-123-8 684 STD,
Sottisen 12.28-2 101.
2-10-1 29
Roomed - Starke 15-327 2TD, Ssay
17-258. With 13- 191 Hergrovs 5.114
TD, Cowen 3.50. Heppe 10-47, Arnold
2 21 Kiirty 1-i-SI
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
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Lakers
Page 1C
The Lakers were widely
regarded as underdogs going
into last season's playoff
rriatchup with Franklin-Simpson
at Jack D. Rose Stadium. The
result was a 28-25 Laker victory.
"Coach
Mc Keel's
been
telling us to shock the world,"
says senior running back and
; defensive baek Austin Hargrove.
"It goes back to last year where
we felt like we were being disrespected during the playoffs."
TIte Ulcers will begin that
campaign this week as 6-3
Graves County comes to Jack
Rose for Senior Night.
Helping Calloway refocus is
the surprise return of Hargrove,
who was thought to possibly be
out for the remainder of the season with an illness.
He underwent surgery last
week and was released from the
hospital Fnday. McKeel says he
. should be ready to su:t up Fnday
night.
•
The Lakers w ill need
arguably their biggest playmak• er not wearing No. 31 against
the Eagles.
•
Supposed to be a program in
• transition after debuting a firstyear head coaeh and suffenng
heavy personnel losses. the
Eagles have been a pleasant surpnse this season.
Graves wrapped up the run.ner-up position in Class 6A's 1st
Dtstrict with two consecutive
road wins over Owensboro
Apollo and Daviesa County the
past two weeks.
First-year coach
Lance
,Gregory seems to have accomphshed the feat in pan by changing AS little as possible.
Graves sull runs a ball-con;trot wing-T offemie and relies on
:its staunch defense to win
:games.
• The Eagles have given up
— •-2009 Wan STA"
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Crittenden returned eight
starters on both sides of the ball
but was forced to replace its
leading rusher and leading tackler.
coach.
Just as early wins over
Clifton was a certified agent
Madisonville and Calloway
between 2007 and 2008, and Wall County told the story on the
'said Clifton joined him on nurner- Tigert. convincing victories over
Cius recruiting trips dunng that Massac County (I11.1 and
penod. including two unofficial Hopluns County Central catavints to Kentucky m the tall ei pulted the Rockets onto the
2007.
statr's early watch list.
if Clifton helped pay foe Wall's
Both offenses rely: on bruising
visits, that would consutute Wall running
games and talented
woe/sting illegal benefits front an offensive
lines, but that is where
agent under Nt.'AA rules. If the
the similarities end.
. benefits are more than $101, an
While Murray runs out of the
. athlete
k) repay the value of
wishbone, the Rockets play
the benefits and be subject to suepension for at least 10 percent of alntost exclusively' out of the
the team's regular-season giunes. ' shotgun spread behind athletic
Wall, considered one of the top senior quarterback J.D. Gray.
Gray: rushes for an average of
high school players in the nation
last year, said he's not trying to almost 80 yards per game and
tacks on another 65 through the
fi.x:us on his eligibility.
"It is what it is, it's just some- an. He's an itccunite passer, as
thing you've got to deal with," he well, having completed 69 persaid.
cent of his throws.
Kentucky eoach John Calipan
"He's as good or better than
said he believes Wall will be (Heath's) Tra Tharp," Duncan
clean-xi to play when the Wildcats said of Gray. ''He's a better passbegin the most hig.hly anticipated er, and that's why I think he's a
season in years He called the lot more dangerous.
investigation "a pnvate matter"
"He's also a different kind of
that isn't isolated at Kentucky.
ruruser. "Tharp beats you with his
"lltere's probably 10-15 kids moves and his
speed, but (Gray)
What might have been
going through the same thing that is hanl-nose
d and tough. Ile runs
Friday's game could have
John's going drough, but he's
in traffic really well and picks been a matchup of two undefeatbeen cleared in every way,"
his holes.**
ed teams if Cnttenden County
Calipan said. 'The other stuff
Junior running back Brian had beaten Mayfield last week.
they're looking at, they're looking
Berry is Critteriden's other threat
As it was, the Canlinals legit-
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forward Patnck Patterson displayed a newtound 3-potru stroke
and treshinan point guard Enc
Bledsoe shined while playing
alongside his more ballyhooed
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I/2 .Appentrus during Monday Night Football
S.1%) Peel & Eat Shnmp S.69 Oysters
on the half shell
lisesday:
S.39 Peel &
Shnmp S.69 Oysters on the half shell
hinny Mac & Kyle Acoustic Show 8:30 till
close
Wednesdays: Grilled or Blackened 12 oz. Ribeye.
Baked Potato &:
Salad S12.99
Boiled Crawfish S4.99 per pound
Karaoke at 8:30 till close
Thursday: All You Can Eat: Crab Legs.
Crawfish. Shrimp &
Mussels - mix and match or have all four S24.99
Fridas:
Catfish. Frog Legs, and other great seahiod seccial%
Piano Man Terry Humphrey at 8:00 till close
Saturday:
Great Seafood Special% all day
Live band starting at 9:(K) p.m. till close

Jonny Mac & The Heart Attacks
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'Puppy Party' obedience school
led by MSU students next month

KYSER LOUGH/Ledger Times
SPECIAL GUEST: Jaclyn Cecil sings "Wind Beneath My Wings'
for the close to 100 attendees
at a recent Breast Cancer Awareness Luncheon sponso
red by Murray-Calloway County
Hospital The event, held in the Robert 0 Miller Confer
ence Center, had attendees from
across the region and featured a guest speaker from the
Amencan Cancer Society. and a personal breast cancer testimonial

Eighteenth Annual Young
Artist Competition to be held

1

PADUCAH. Ky
The
Paducah Symphony. v.ill hold its
18th annual Your.g .krtists
Competition in early 2010, TWo
winners will receive cash
awards of S500 each and will
perform with the Paducah
Symphony on The Sacred and
the Sublime Concert on April
17, 2010 at the Luther F. Carson
Four Rivers Center. The concert
will-feature. not only the competition winners. but also a performance of Mozart's Requiem
with the Paducah Symphony
Orchestra anti Chorus.
The competition was begun in
1993 to showcase the best high
school
!musicians
from
Kentucky' and surrounding
states and to give them an incentive to hone their special talents
as a soloist with a symphony
orchestra. The competition is
divided into two divisions - one
for pianists, which is co-sponsored by the Murray State
University Music Department
and WKMS, and one 'or
dents who play anf &her
orchestral
instrument.
Scholarships are sponsored by

West Kentucky Navigation.
Only stuoients from ninth to 12th
grade are eligible to enter

Animal behavior students
Murray State University. are
sponsoring a three-session
Puppy Party, an obedience and
socialization opportunity tor
puppies ages 6 to 14 weeks and
their owners. The three-session
class will be led by Animal
Health Technology and PreVeterinary students and their
instructor, Melanie Watson,
R AL AT.
The three sessions will be held
on consecutive Mondays, Nov.
2, 9 imd 16, from 6:30 to 7:45
p.m. at Carmen Pavilion on
College Fami Road.
Puppy parents attend the first
session without their puppy. At
this first session. students will
present information to help the
families of the new puppy get
their puppies off to the best start
Room prowled
possible. Some topics include: Murray State University Animal Health Technology &
PreVeterin
ary students Staci Oakley, left, and Traci Rose,
how to be a good communicator
center,
with your puppy, crate and pause with Sunny Rogers and her puppy. Carly, during an
house training, bite inhibition. earlier Puppy Party. This autumn's three-session Puppy
resource guarding. and puppy Party. hosted by MSU animal behavior students, will be held.on consecutive Mondays November 2, 9 and 16.
development.
Students
Puppies attend the second and present information and answer questions designed to get
puppie
s and their families off to the best possible beginni
third sessions for an opportunity
ng.
to socialize with other puppies Pre-registration for the autumn puppy party is required for
the.
eight
openin
gs.
while owners cover more information such as normal puppy
play behavior, positive rein- tions provided by a vetennanan. payable to the Humane Society.
forcement training methods. Briny plenty of chewy dog of Calloway County.
For questions atxiut the Puppy
puppy socialization and han- treats and the puppy on a leash
dling. and basic training such as to the second adn third sessions. Party or to register for the event,
Pre-registration is required contact the Humane
sit, stay and come.
Society at
Only eight spaces are avail- and forms are available at all 759-1884
Or
able for the Puppy Party so reg- local veterinary' offices. at humanesociety@ murray-ky.net
ister as soon as possible. Pnor www.forthepets.org and at the or visit the office at 607 Poplar
to the second session, puppy' Humane Society. The registra- Street, Suite A.I. Monday owners must provide proof of tion fee is a $25 donation to the Thursday between 10 a.m. and 3
the puppy's first set of vaccina- Humane Society of Calloway p.m.
County. Checks may be made

must be memorized.
Performers in both divisions
must furnish their own accomThe application deadline for panist. The
winners will be
instrumentalists is Dec. 11 and announ
ced after auditions are
Dec. 26 for all pianists. complet
ed.
Pmspecuse entrants and music
This program is sponsored in
teachers can request more inforpan by WKMS, MSU, West
mation as well as application
Kentuc
ky
Navigation. the
forms by contacting Darlene A.
Dreyer, executive director, at the Kentucky Arts Council. the City
symphony. at (270) 444-0065 or of Paducah. and donations from
via e-mail at ddreyer@paducah- the community. The Kentucky
symptiony.org. Piano forms are Arts Council, a state agency in
also available from Dr. Richard the Commerce Cabinet, proScott. MSU Music Department, vides operational support for the
at 809-6443, or via e-mail at Paducah Symphony Orchestra
richard.scott@murraystate.edu. with state tax dollars and federal
Complete applications are avail- funding from the National
able online at www.paducah- Endowment for the Ans. which
symphony.org. The entry fee for believes that a great nation
applications is S443 per applica- deserves great art.
tion.
For additional information
All auditions will take place about Paducah Symphony' proon Saturday. Jan. 9, 2010, at the grams or to order tickets for
Fine Arts building on MSU's upcoming Symphony performcampus. Entrants must prepare a ances on Nov. 7 and Dec. 12,
movement from a concerto in please call the symphony office
the standard orchestra repenoire al (270) 444-0065, e-mail
or a work of similar stature for admin@paducahsymphony.org,
On Oc. 16, Gov. Steve
which an orchestral accompani- or visit die office in
person at Beshear announced that three
ment is available. The selection 2101 Broadway in
Paducah.
Ketrucky scenic corridors.
Icluding Kentucky's Great
Rivei Road that borders and
overlooks the Mississippi River
from its confluence with the
Ohio to its• departure in westem
Fulton county', -have been elevated to National Scenic
Byways
designation by the
Al OP
Federal
Highway
Administration." "These highways show case a part of
Kentucky's rich (scenic and
cultural] hentage," said Beshear.
The Kentucky Great River
Road is a 63-mile highway network along the Mississippi
River in western Kentucky that
The Murray Rotary Club invites you and your group to
follows sections of US 51. Ky
participate in our annual Christmas Parade on Saturd
ay,
1203. Ky 123, Ky 239, and
December Sth. Community participation and suppor
t is what
Ky94 through Ballard, Carlisle.
makes this such a unique and wonderful event. Please decora
te
Hicknian. and Fulton counties.
your float or unit with a Sharing theme in mind.
The road is part of a national
corridor stretching the length of
School groups, church groups, civic organizations, bands, and
music
the mighty nver from Canada to
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in cash
prizes
the Gulf of Mexico. With the
will he awarded to the first three places in three separate divisions -designation of the Kentucky
Church/Religious Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and
portion. along with sections
Commercial Division.
announced in other states, the
hi' Rotary Christmas Parade offers
your organization an exceller!!
entire length of he corridor
way to have some Christmas fun and maybe raise some money
at
the same time. First place in each division will receive S150.

Kentucky's Great River Road
designated as National Scenic
Byway by administration
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rt3 nict3 Parade

The Parade officially begins at 10:00 a.m. Parade entran
ts
should report for line-up at 9:00 a.m. The primary unit feeder
route onto Main Street is N. 10th Street. Howeve your
r,
group
will be contacted on December 3rd with a unit number
and line-up instructions.
Name of Entry
Contact Person
Address:
Phone:

•

were Mark Davis and Bob Jost
from
the Purchase Area
Development Distnct Office in
Mayfield, as well as a variety of
regional representatives whe
have been involved with the history. and an:haeology of westerni
Kentucky. and in particular.
George Rogers Clark's Fort
Jefferson, Wickliffe Mounds ;
State
Historic
Site. and::
Columbus-Belmont Civil War
site.
Gov. Beshear said that thp
"National designation will helP
put these routes that traverie
historic treasures and the natural
wonder of the Bluegrass State ;
Gov. Beshoar
on a larger map" Many persons-;
becomes part of a National involved with this designation 1
Scenic Byway.
are hoping that economic develCorridors are recognized as opment through increased
National Scenic Byways based tounst activity will be one of the ;
on archaeological. cultural, his- positive developments stem- :
tonc, natural. recreational, and ming from this new Federaij
scenic qualities, according to the Highway designation. Morel
U.S.
department
of information about the National .5
Transportation•s
Federal Scenic Byways program
Highway Administration, which available at
HYPERL1NK
manages the program.
"http://www.byways.ore" •
Leading and organizing this www.byways.org
and .
western Kentucky. designation www.tea21.ky.g
ov.

INSURANCE Eir VINANCIAJL SERVICES

Need to control your Group
Health Insuranc.e c.ost?

Group & Entry Description:
t

Also specializing in.'

PAIME ENTR) OEADI I\E FRI. NOV. \T ;
Mail Entries To:
"Murray Rotary Club"
P.O. Box 411, Murray, KY 42071 or call
"A*. Chamber of Commerce at 753-5171 ",
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STUDENTS OF THE MONTH: North Calloway Element
ary School Students of the Month for
August were. front row, Tristan Hutson, Elle Carson,
Garrett McGrew. Hannah Joyce, Tanner
Crouch, Jolie Trimble and Tyler Tabors, middle
row, Stety Giles, Tyler Jenkins. Kaynion Frost,
Amanda Harpole, Jackson Chapman, Macie Kelso,
Fide Scott and Cam!)
, Thomas; back row,
Jeren Denton. Jade Treas, Amberlie Moms, Jesse
Burkeen. Cole Emerson, Garrett Scott,
Bradley Smith and Sam Sevilla. Not pictured are Olivia
Smith and Canaan Dunn.

Women's Golf Day raises
scholarship money for MSU
The Program of Distinction in
Telecommunications Systems
Management (ISM, at Murray
State University hosted the
Fourth Annual AT&T Women in
Telecom Golf Day to raise
money for TSM scholarships.
Because of the support of several companies amund the region
anti the generosity of AT&T.
three women will have scholarships for the 2010-2011 school
year.
The Golf Day was started in
2006 to raise money and to create the only event in the region
for women in the telecom field
to network and learn how to
play golf. Attendees were given
basic golf instruction by: Velvet
Milkman, MSU women's golf
coach. and Miller Golf Course
Pro Will Snodgrass. After
instruction, the participants
were given lunch pmvided
AT&T and homemade ice cream
from the Center for TSM while
they listened to guest speakers.
This year•s key speaker.

Deborah Buchanan. AT&T
KY/TN area manager, spoke to
the group about her expenences
as a woman in business and
specifically spoke to the TSM
students atxvut the opportunities
available in the field. Andrea
Crouch, one of the students who
received a scholarship in previous years and TSM faculty
member Marcia Combs also
spoke.
After lunch. the women headed back out on the golf course
for putting contests and nine
holes of golf using the skills
they learned Aier that morning. More than 40 women
attended the day, representing
nine companies and organizations.
"This
event
encourages
females to take part in the TSM
program and sec all this field
has to offer. It means a lot to me
to see not only new companies
and ladies support this event,
but to see ladies returning each
year to shoo. support. I can actu-

The Paducah Symphony is
requesting artwork for display
dunng the upcoming 2009-2010
Exhibitions
Season. 'The
Symphony's upcoming season
will be punctuated by extra musical events. activities, and
attractions. The Exhibitions
concept stems from
the
Symphony's desire to partner
with and showcase our local
"fine" artist friends as well as
make the contextual connection
between music and other relevant arts. like theatre. drama,
dance, and the visual arts.
As part of each concert esent
during the 2009-2010 Season,
the Symphony will host a
"Conc-ART Gallery" in the
lobby at the Carson Center for
one night (the concert night)
only. A Call for Artwork will be
issued for each concert. The
deadline for the third ConcArt
Gallery is Oct. 30. Please see
submission guidelines below.
This is a great opportunity to
present your artwork in a unique
way to a targeted audience.
(Future Conc-Art Gallery deadlines will be: Dec. 4, Feb. 12,
March 12 and April 10. Please
call for artwork submission

ally tell some improvement in
their golf swings as a result,"
Crouch said
Event sponsors included
NewWave Communications.
Winscribe, West Kentucky
Rural Telephone, Purchase Area
Communications. Computer
Services Inc.. IRIS Networks.
Ta,cticon Research Corporation,
Seven alumni returned Oct. 8
CFSB. and Murray State's
department of computer science. to speak to students as part of
the fifth annual Organizational
engineering and technology.
The 2010 AT&T Women in Communication Day at Murray
Telecom Golf Day is set for State University.
Sept. 16. Any women who are
They were Brooke Harris
interested in receising informa- Wiles, FNB; Trice
Sergeant.
tion about next year's event BB&T
Bank; Stephen Crouch,
should contact Amber Anderson
development officer for the col:it
ambeianderson@murlege of business; Andy: Dukes.
raystate.edu.
Lifeway Inc.; Kim Schroeder

deadlines).
ConcArt Gallery & Event
Date is Saturday, Nov. 7. An
showing times are 6:30 through
9:30 p.m. The concert time is
7:30 p.m at the Carson Center
in Paducah. This concert will
feature the Paducah Symphony
performing
four
stunning
orchestral works: Rossini's
L'Italiana in Algeri Overture.
Respighi's
La
Boutique
Fantastique (The Magic Toy
Shop i. Rodrigo's Concierto de
Aranjuez for classical guitar and
orchestra. and Mendelssohn's
Symphony No. 4 (Italian). The
deadline for submission is noon.
Friday. Oct. 30.
Submission guidelines include
the following:
• Themes: Artwork should represent one or all of the following
themes for Exhibitions III: Italy.
the Italian experience, Toys,
Music. and Guitars. (N.B.
Please keep in mind that the
PSO audience is a farnily audience.) The Paducah Symphony
reser:es the right to select items
for display.
• Eligibility.: Any resident.
artist or not, living in
Lowertown. Paducah, West

Kentucky. Southern Illinois. or
the surrounding region
• Delivery Location: Ploasc:
submit actual artwork to
..
Paducah
Symphony, 2101 . •
Broadway, Paducah, KY 42001.
• Medium: Artwork may: be
2D or 3D,any medium. Artwock .
must be suitably framed anslhar
ready to display (for hanging
pieces, this means with a wire
hanger). Quilts should he wa,11.
hanging size. Artwork should be
protected for transport. Digital ..
Images Format: pdf or jpeg, 300
dpi. high resolution on CD or .
may email
• Sale of Images: The Paducah.
Symphony will accept artwork:
that is currently for sale. The'
Paducah Symphony. requests:a
donation of 23 percent of ihe.
proceeds of each piece of artwork sold.
• Anwork pick-up: Following •
the event, artist may arrange to
pick up artwork at the end of the •
evening's events or by appointment the week following the
concert. W'e ask Etta( all artwork
be retneved by Friday, Nov. 13.

MSU Organizational Communication
Day welcomes alumni speakers
Villanova. Sitex Corporation: Pi Eta hosted a lunch for the pre-,
Leslie Petway. Hollister Inc.; senters and the organizational
and David Stephenson. Pay communication faculty. accordDirect Solutions.
ing to department chairman, DT.
The program was divided into Steve Cox.
.
two panels where the profesThe department of organizasionals described their jobs, how tion communication is one
of..
they got their jobs and gave tips the six departments in the col-.
for succeeding in today's job lege of business. It offers
a
market.
minor. major and master's in
Following the panels, Lamba organizational communication.

FOOD GIANT
Bel-Air Shopping Center • Murray •753-8322
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Prices to low too advertise.
11111%
(Always Save

US #1 Russet
&dung

Medium
3 lb. Bag
Yellow

ice Cream

Potatoes

1 75 quart

Onions
drfr
•

9
•
I Please
Duncan Hines
18.25 oz.

Sunny Delight

Citrus
Drink

Cake Mix
Food Giant
24 oz.

Sandwich
Bread

9
,,„„•

.1 Please

9
•
EiEN

•Iwy. 641 S. • Bel-Air Center • Allut-rny • 753-0440 "

64 oz
C4/81°N;3
He,t 'hole/.
4 1 h Hag

Sug,-ar
(r
)
1

Best Choice
Premium

Bath Tissue

Limit 2 Please
• 4 Roll
Limit 3 Please

•
Limit 4 Pie

Always Save 15

Eggs

9
•

Spring Water

Limit 4 Please

Large Dozen

ou, it's just a cat.But to a
ancer patient, it's a lifeline

9

Aquarius
24 pk. 1/2 Liter

Wgetables
AgPkti)
Vanilla

9
•

Wrightk Sliced

Bacon
3 lb. pkg.

•

Creme
Horns

Limit 2 Pease

4 pk

King,
i '.?;1 yOu ,
1 01N Pal by volu-tert.Jc) atioad to ReCOVery driver you could help
sarie the lite of someone tacmg cancer,By volunteenng tor as lithe as a tee ho..,r
iltonth. you could make sure a cancer patent recesses *saving treatment

reiinore elformaton about Road to Recovery call the Amencan Cancer Socel,
'IVO-227-23AS Or end cancer org

THE OFF:CIAL SPONSOR OF BIRTHDAYS7

Swift Natura
Fresh Aftinlp

Hawaiian
Rolls

Boston Butts

9

Lb.
14.0 Ts. Pkg

2 Per*

.

•;old Whole On1),

uffir

9
•
Prairie Farms

Orange
Juice
I 2 Gallon

9

Prairie Farms

Yogurt
6 oz

9
•

Prices good while quantities last sorry no rain checks. Prices good
at Food Giant, Murray, KY.
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TIGER SENIOR NIGHT 2009: CRrrrENoEN Co. AT MURRAY

Smith is poster boy for Tigers' versatility
B
MURRAY'S FOURTH-LEADING TACKLER HAS PLAYED LINE, LINEBACKER AND DEFENSIVE BACK

aseball
teams have
utility men.
tootball teams have
guys like Devon Smith.
A quick scan down
Murray's official roster
reveals two positions
listed to the right of the
names of mo.st players.
Smith has three, and is
capable of playing at
/ea5t two more.
On a team which has made
versatility one of its greatest
strengths this season, Smith has
become tne poster boy for the
trait.
He has started in ail three
areas of defense — line, linebacker and defensive back —
and also plays tight end and
wide receiver on offense.
But he seemed to find a
hbme at linebacker after
Demoree Fields missed four
games during the middle of the
season with an injury.
"He really solidified our
linebacker position," coach
Steve Duncan says. "Coming
from the backfield, I Clink he
was able to see things from that
angle.
''When he came back to linebscker, tie was even better than
he would have been."
Smith came to Murray pnor
to his junior year as a transfer
from Heath and was originally
thought to be a candidate for
the quarterback job.
He started on defense
instead and found his way onto
the starting offense this year,
not as a quarterback, but as a
tight end.
Talk about versatility.
"He's gat good height, and
that was one of the things we
liked about him at tight end and
in the secondary," Duncan said

"Not only can
he be a tight
end, but we
can put him on
some
bigger
tight
ends
defensively.
where we didn't have that
Smith
guy before."
Smith is the fourth-leading
tackler on the team this season.
but Tiger fans likely remember
him best for one bone-crunching hit in the backfield late in
Murray's 20-6 win over
Caldwell County two weeks
ago.
Smith arrived just a splitsecond after Caldwell quarterback Blake Hodges placed the
ball in the stomach of his running back, who was immediately laid out for a loss.
Smith sat down with the
Ledger & Times earlier this
week to discuss his signature
hit, his teanfs chances to complete a perfect regular season
this week and his status as a
jack of many trades.
MLT: Do you have a
favonte play or favorite game
from your high school career
thus far'?
DS: Probably the hit against
Caldwell.
MLT: Talk a little about that
play.
DS: I was supposed to come
on a blitz, but we changed the
play, so I looked over at Coach
Duncan and asked him if he
still wanted me to go. He said
yes. but I played it off to
RiCKY MART1N Ledger & T,rres
Demoree (Fields) like I didn't Devon Smith (29) is hot on the trail of Heath quarterback
Tra Tharp during the Tigers' 28-0 win over the Pirates last
know what I was supposed to
week. Smith has piayed defensive line, linebacker and defensive back this season while also lending his services at
do. I came in and they didn't
tight
end and wide receiver. He Is Murray's fourth-leading tackier.
pick me up and I just made the
tackle.
back of our minds.
Duncan told us from day one
MLT: So you fooled
MIT: Once you started win- that we needed to know how to
He really solidified our linebacker
Demoree? I imagine he didn't ning games, was it talked about play at least two positions.
appreciate that.
much or was it kind of a taboo
MU': How many positions
position. Coming from the bacicfieid, I think he
DS: I think he got over it.
subject'?
do you know'?
MLT: At what point did you
was
al* to see things from a different
DS: We didn't talk about it a
DS: Let's see, I've played
realize the potential for an whole lot. We tried to keep the defensive line, linebacker,
angle.
undefeated season?
focus on each individual game. defensive back, tight end arid
DS: lt was a goal we set
MLT: Is your versatility wide receiver, so five that I've
— Steve Duncae
from the beginning of the year. something you take pride in?
actually piayed in games.
so I think it wa.s always in the
MHS head coach on senior standout Devon Snotth
DS: Definitely.
— Tommy Dillard
Coach
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Thornton Tile and Marble
612 S. 9th St. • Murray • 753-5719
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Coo4 Luck Tifferv!!
Get into the genre with GREAT FOOD!

Livevugic
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Best Wishes Seniors & Good Luck Tigers!
201 S. Third St.

Murray, KY • 270-753-2411

